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Abstract

Conditionally Optimal Parallelization

of

Real-Time Tasks for Global EDF

Scheduling

Youngeun Cho

School of Computer Science and Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

Real-time applications are rapidly growing in their size and complexity. This trend

is apparent even in extreme deadline-critical sectors such as autonomous driving and

artificial intelligence. Such complex program models are described by a directed-

acyclic-graph (DAG), where each node of the graph represents a task, and the con-

nected edges portray the precedence relation between the tasks. With this intricate

structure and intensive computation requirements, extensive system-wide optimiza-

tion is required to ensure a stable real-time execution.

On the other hand, recent advances in parallel computing frameworks, such as OpenCL

and OpenMP, allow us to parallelize a real-time task into many different versions,

which is called “parallelization freedom.” Depending on the degree of paralleliza-
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tion, the thread execution times can vary significantly, that is, more parallelization

tends to reduce each thread execution time but increase the total execution time due

to parallelization overhead.

By carefully selecting a “parallelization option” for each task, i.e., the chosen number

of threads each task is parallelized into, we can maximize the system schedulability

while satisfying real-time constraints. Because of this benefit, parallelization free-

dom has drawn recent attention. However, for global EDF scheduling, G-EDF for

short, the concept of parallelization freedom still has not brought much attention.

To this extent, this dissertation proposes a way of optimally assigning parallelization

options to real-time tasks for G-EDF on a multi-core system. Moreover, we aim to

propose a polynomial-time algorithm that can be used for online situations where

tasks dynamically join and leave.

We formalize a monotonic increasing property of both tolerance and interference to

the parallelization option to achieve this. Using such properties, we develop a uni-

directional search algorithm that can assign parallelization options in polynomial

time, which we formally prove the optimality.

With the optimal parallelization, we observe significant improvement of schedula-

bility through simulation experiment, and then in the following implementation ex-

periment, we demonstrate that the algorithm is practically applicable for real-world

use-cases.

This dissertation first focuses on the traditional task model, i.e., multi-thread task

model, then extends also to target the multi-segment (MS) task model and finally

discusses the more general directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) task model to accommo-
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date a wide range of real-world computing models.

keywords : Real-Time, Multi-Core Scheduling, Parallelization Freedom, Optimal

Parallelization
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objective

Real-time applications are rapidly growing in their size and complexity. This trend is

apparent even in extreme deadline-critical sectors such as autonomous driving. To il-

lustrate, AutowareAuto [26], a leading open-source autonomous driving framework,

can easily have over 20 tightly integrated modules, just for the perception stack. Such

complex program models are described by a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG), where

each node of the graph represents a task, and the connected edges portray the prece-

dence relation between the tasks. With this intricate structure and intensive computa-

tion requirements, extensive system-wide optimization is required to ensure a stable

real-time execution.

On the other hand, recent advances in parallel computing frameworks, such as

OpenCL [56] and OpenMP [24], allow us to parallelize a real-time task into many

different versions, which is called “parallelization freedom.” For example, an object

detection program (Euclidean clustering algorithm [39]) can be parallelized into a

desirable number of threads as shown in Fig. 1.1. Depending on the degree of paral-

lelization, the thread execution times can vary significantly, that is, more paralleliza-

tion tends to reduce each thread execution time but increase the total execution time

due to parallelization overhead.

By carefully selecting a “parallelization option” for each task, i.e., the chosen

number of threads each task is parallelized into, we can maximize the system schedu-
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Figure 1.1: Measured thread execution times of Euclidean algorithm

lability while satisfying real-time constraints. Because of this benefit, parallelization

freedom has drawn recent attention. Recent works [34, 33] address the paralleliza-

tion option assignment problem targeting fluid scheduling such as PD2 [53] and

LLREF [18]. However, fluid scheduling is hardly practical due to a massive num-

ber of scheduling invocations and context switches. For more widely used global

EDF scheduling, G-EDF for short, the concept of parallelization freedom still has

not brought much attention. Thus, this dissertation proposes a way of optimally as-

signing parallelization options to real-time tasks for G-EDF on a multi-core system.

Moreover, we aim to propose a polynomial-time algorithm that can be used for online

situations where tasks dynamically join and leave.

This dissertation first focuses on the traditional task model, i.e., multi-thread task

model, and then extends to also target the multi-segment (MS) task model and then

finally discusses the more general directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) task model.

2



1.2 Approach

To assign parallelization options to tasks, we have to check whether an assignment

solution makes tasks schedulable. Therefore, the problem of the parallelization op-

tion assignment is, at least, as complex as the schedulability analysis itself. Moreover,

combined with the sheer number of possible combinations of parallelization options,

the problem space can grow exponentially. Considering such a high complexity na-

ture of the problem, we take advantage of sufficient state-of-the-art schedulability

analyses, i.e., BCL analysis [13] for the traditional task model, Chwa-MS [23] for

the multi-segment model, and Chwa-DAG [22] for the DAG task model.

The mentioned analyses are categorized as interference-based analysis meaning,

the schedulability of a task set is determined by checking whether each task can be

allocated enough CPU time before its deadline, despite being maximally interfered

by other co-running tasks in the system. We extend their design to correctly consider

the dynamic change of the task structure under parallelization freedom.

Applying the extended analyses to their respective task model, we can observe

the following trade-off relation. By increasing the parallelization option of a task: (1)

for the task itself, its thread execution time is shortened, which increases its tolerance

from other tasks’ interference. (2) However, due to the increased number of threads

and total execution time, worst-case interference to other tasks is increased. This

trade-off between “tolerance” and “interference” is formally characterized as mono-

tonic increasing functions of the parallelization option. With the above properties,

we propose a uni-directional, polynomial-time algorithm that assigns parallelization

options to each task: all tasks start as a single thread, then each task’s parallelization

options are raised until every task’s tolerance is larger than its received interference

3



from other tasks. We prove that the above algorithm is optimal in accordance with

the extended analysis if the parallelization overhead is not significantly large.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.

• Chapter 2 surveys related work, including real-time workload model, real-time

multi-core scheduling, and parallel computing framework.

• Chapter 3 lays out the optimal parallelization algorithm for the traditional task

model. First, in Section 3.3, the BCL schedulability analysis is introduced and

extended for parallelization freedom. Then in Section 3.4, the parallelization

assignment algorithm is first introduced, and its optimality is formally proved.

Finally, in Section 3.5, the algorithm is extensively evaluated in both simulated

and implemented workload.

• Chapter 4 extends the algorithm to accommodate the multi-segment task model

and the DAG task model. In Section 4.3 the Chwa-MS schedulability is ex-

tended for parallelization freedom. Then in Section 4.4 the parallelization as-

signment algorithm is applied. In Section 4.6 Chwa-DAG schedulability is in-

troduced, and similarly, it is extended to target parallelization freedom. In Sec-

tion 4.7 parallelization assignment algorithm for DAG is derived. Finally, in

Section 4.8 and 4.9, the algorithm is evaluated extensively against real-world

autonomous driving framework, i.e., AutowareAuto, to emphasize practicality.

• Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation and discusses future work.

4



Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Real-Time Multi-Core Scheduling

Real-time multi-core scheduling can largely be classified into the following two ap-

proaches: partitioned scheduling approach [25, 3, 17, 51, 9, 41] and global scheduling

approach [54, 13, 31, 36, 49, 23, 48, 10, 55, 53, 18, 28, 37, 43, 42, 34], according to

their consideration of the underlying multi-core computing resource.

In partitioned scheduling approaches, computing tasks are grouped into one or

many tasks according to their characteristics, such as their criticality. Each group is

exclusively assigned to one or many computing resources so that tasks that belong

to other groups cannot access the same computing resource. This approach generally

benefits from a tight estimation of the worst-case performance.

On the other hand, all computing tasks can potentially execute in any computing

resource in global scheduling approaches. The tasks are managed in a single global

queue and are dynamically executed in the available CPU according to the chosen

scheduling decision. Global scheduling approach benefits from this centralized ap-

proach because they can utilize the system as a whole and thus is exceptionally per-

formant in situations where the computation load fluctuates as in a sporadic server. It

is known in queueing theory [52] that a single global queue results in a lower average

response time compared to a queue dedicated for every computation resource.

Because of these efficient utilization characteristics, the global scheduling ap-

proach has drawn considerable attention: Global fixed-priority (global FP), arguably
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the most simple global scheduling approach, assigns static priority to each task.

Global earliest deadline first (global EDF) assigns priority to subsequent jobs accord-

ing to their absolute deadline. This enables the scheduler to be versatile in dynamic

load situations and is more practically applicable for real-world use-cases. Another

branch of global scheduling is fluid scheduling [10, 55, 53, 1, 18, 28, 37, 43, 42, 34,

33], where the execution of the task is split into fine-grained chunks, and priority is

assigned individually to each chunk. However, fluid schedulers suffer from intensive

scheduler invocations and context-switching overhead.

2.2 Real-Time Multi-Core Task Model

As multi-core processor computing became widely available, many real-time task

models were developed. The previously sequential, single-core task model is first

extended to parallel models, e.g., multi-thread task model. In the multi-thread task

model, each task can be parallelized into a desirable number of threads that share

the same real-time constraints such as deadline and minimum separation time. This

model assumes that for each jobs, i.e., an instance of a thread, the number of threads

is fixed from its beginning to its end.

Then the “fork-join model” is proposed. Here, tasks can alternate between multi-

threaded and single-threaded “segments”. This can be thought of as several inter-

mittent synchronized execution during parallel execution, or in other words, threads

occasionally join to spend time synchronizing, do sequential work and then fork again

to run fast in parallel. This model is further generalized into the “multi-segment(MS)

task model”, where the alternating single/multi-threaded restriction is revoked so that

all segments can run in any number of threads. Therefore, a multi-segment task can

6



be thought of as a series of parallel executions that must run in sequence.

Finally, the MS model is further generalized to become the “directed-acyclic-

graph(DAG)” task model. A DAG task consists of nodes and edges, where a node

represents an execution requirement and edges portray the precedence relation of

the nodes. Any nodes can execute in a desirable number of threads as long as their

precedence conditions are met. The DAG model can represent many real-world work-

loads. For example, the computation flow of AutowareAuto, a leading open-source

autonomous driving platform, conforms to a DAG structure.

However, the listed task models assume a preparallelized execution model with a

predefined number of threads and hence do not consider parallelization freedom. In

the parallelization freedom model, parallelization can be decided per segment/node

and can even change during runtime. Because of this flexible characteristic, par-

allelization freedom has drawn recent attention. For example, [34, 33] address the

fluid scheduling algorithms and was more recently adapted to the widely used global

FP [44] and global EDF [19, 20, 21] schedulers.

2.3 Real-Time Multi-Core Schedulability Analysis

Given a set of real-time tasks, a multi-core computing resource, and a scheduling

policy, a real-time multi-core schedulability analysis aims to determine, without ac-

tually executing, whether each real-time task can be assured their deadline. Real-time

multi-core schedulability analyses can be categorized according to their scope: suffi-

cient analysis, necessary analysis, and sufficient and necessary analysis.

A sufficient analysis determines whether a task is schedulable in any possible

runtime release scenario. The procedure involves assuming a worst-case release of the
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tasks and checking whether the system is schedulable even in such conditions. Such a

worst-case condition may not actually occur in reality. Hence sufficient analysis can

be pessimistic for determining schedulability. However, they can guarantee proof of

fully-safe execution of all tasks, and in many cases in polynomial time. Therefore,

many works address this domain, with their priority being reducing the pessimism.

There are numerous available schedulability analyses for G-EDF [13, 29, 6, 5,

14, 8, 12, 11, 57, 7], that can be extended to multi-thread task model. In addition,

schedulability analysis for other parallel task models are also available: fork-join task

model [2, 25], multi-segment task model [23, 40, 31], and the DAG task model [38].

On the other hand, necessary analyses [6] cannot provide such a guarantee but fa-

cilitate mainly as a quick online filter for incoming tasks. [6] checks whether the total

sum of utilization does not exceed the number of processors, and a similar variant is

used in Linux kernel for SCHED DEADLINE task admission test [27].

Sufficient and necessary test [7] tries to give accurate scheduling decisions. How-

ever, exact analyses narrow down the target scope because of the exponentially vast

task arrival pattern, such as assuming integer time and periodic release pattern. The

exact analyses operate exponentially and hence cannot be incorporated in online sit-

uations where tasks dynamically join and leave.

8



Chapter 3

Optimal Parallelization of Multi-Thread Tasks

3.1 Introduction

Parallelization freedom allows us to parallelize a real-time task into many different

versions. Depending on the degree of parallelization, its thread execution times sig-

nificantly vary, that is, more parallelization tends to reduce each thread execution

time but increases the total execution time due to parallelization overhead. By care-

fully selecting a “parallelization option” for each task, i.e., the chosen number of

threads each task is parallelized into, we can maximize the system schedulability

while satisfying real-time constraints.

We first extend the BCL sufficient schedulability analyses to consider paralleliza-

tion freedom correctly. Then, applying the extended analysis, we can observe the

following trade-off relation.

By increasing the parallelization option of a task: (1) for the task itself, its thread

execution time becomes shorter, and hence its tolerance for other tasks’ interference

gets larger. (2) However, due to the increased number of threads and total execution

time, worst-case interference to other tasks is increased. We formally model such

trade-off relation between “tolerance” and “interference” as monotonic increasing

functions of the parallelization option.

Leveraging those monotonic increasing properties, we propose a polynomial-time

algorithm that starts from no-parallelization for all the tasks and iteratively raises

each task’s parallelization option until the tolerance of every task becomes larger than

9



the interference from other tasks. We formally prove that the proposed algorithm is

optimal in terms of the extended analysis when the parallelization overhead is not

significantly large.

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is validated through both simulation

and actual implementation. Our extensive experimental study says that the proposed

algorithm can improve the schedulability up to 60%.

3.2 Problem Description

We consider a system with m identical CPU cores and n sporadic tasks scheduled

by global EDF. Each sporadic task is denoted by τk(1 ≤ k ≤ n) and the set of n

sporadic tasks is denoted by Γ as follows:

Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}.

Each task τk is represented as a 3-tuple, i.e., τk = (Ek, Dk, Tk) where Tk is the

minimum inter-release time, Dk is the relative deadline, and Ek is the thread execu-

tion time table according to the parallelization option Ok as shown in Fig. 3.1. For

a task τk, we can choose a parallelization option Ok. The parallelization option Ok

ranges from 1 to Omax = m meaning that we have options of parallelizing τk into

a single thread, i.e., Ok = 1, two threads, i.e., Ok = 2, and up to Omax threads,

i.e., Ok = Omax. If we choose the option Ok for a task τk, it means that the task is

parallelized into Ok sibling threads that share the same release times and deadlines.

Thus, we denote such a parallelized task by τk(Ok), which is the set of Ok sibling

10



threads, i.e.,

τk(Ok) = {τ
1
k (Ok), τ

2
k (Ok), · · · , τ

Ok

k (Ok)},

where τ lk(Ok)(1 ≤ l ≤ Ok) is the l-th sibling thread. The l-th sibling thread τ lk(Ok)

has the worst-case execution time (WCET) elk(Ok) as shown in the Ek table of

Fig. 3.1. Note that the above definition gets notation-heavy, and we may omit the

subscript or the parentheses when no ambiguity arises.

Without loss of generality, we sort the Ok threads of τk(Ok) in the descending

order of elk(Ok) and hence τ1k (Ok) has the largest execution time, i.e.,

max
τ l
k
(Ok)∈τk(Ok)

elk(Ok) = e1k(Ok).

Also, the total computation amount or simply “computation amount” of Ok sibling

threads, i.e.,
∑Ok

l=1 e
l
k(Ok), is denoted by Ck(Ok):

Ck(Ok) =

Ok
∑

l=1

elk(Ok).

In general, a larger parallelization option O
′

(> O) makes each of the thread

execution time smaller, i.e., elk(O
′

) < elk(O), but makes the computation amount

larger, i.e., Ck(O
′

) > Ck(O), due to parallelization overhead.

For scheduling these n sporadic tasks on m identical CPU cores, we use global

EDF. Similar to other researches on global EDF [13, 29, 6, 5, 14, 8, 12, 11, 57, 7],

we assume that preemptions, migrations, and scheduling costs are either negligible or

included in the WCET. Also, to focus on the scheduling aspect, we assume memory

and bandwidth partitioning such as PALLOC [58] and MemGuard [59] to avoid inter-
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max)
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max)
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..
.

..
.

..
.

time

Tk

Dk

τk
<

<
<

∑

∑

= Ck(2)

= Ck(O
max)

Figure 3.1: Sporadic real-time task with parallelization freedom

core interferences.

Under these assumptions, our problem is formally defined as follows:

Problem Definition: For each task τk in the given task set Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}, our

problem is to find its parallelization option Ok, such that all the sibling threads of all

the tasks in Γ can be scheduled meeting their deadlines using G-EDF on m identical

CPU cores.

3.3 Extension of BCL Schedulability Analysis

To address our problem of the parallelization option assignment, we need a schedu-

lability analysis. There have been various works on G-EDF schedulability analysis

for sporadic task systems including exact analysis methods [7] and sufficient analysis

methods [13, 29, 6, 5, 14, 8, 12, 11, 57]. Although the exact analysis methods can be

used to create the ground truth for the parallelization option assignment, they require
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exponential times and hence cannot be used for an online parallelization option as-

signment. Therefore, we use a sufficient analysis, namely BCL [13] analysis, as the

basis for our online parallelization option assignment. Accordingly, our goal is to find

an optimal algorithm for the parallelization option assignment in terms of the BCL

schedulability analysis.

In this section, we first overview the BCL schedulability analysis and then show

how it can be extended to determine the schedulability of tasks with parallelization

freedom.

3.3.1 Overview of BCL Schedulability Analysis

The BCL schedulability analysis belongs to a category of sufficient global EDF

schedulability analyses based on the concept of interference using the following def-

initions made by Bertogna et al. [13]:

Within interval [a, b), regarding an interfered task τk and an interfering task τi:

1. Iτk(a, b): Cumulative length of all intervals in which τk is ready to execute but

it cannot execute due to higher priority jobs. In other words, Iτk(a, b) involves

all the intervals in which τk is ready but all m CPU cores are occupied by other

higher priority jobs (See Fig. 3.2).

2. Iτi,τk(a, b): Cumulative length of all intervals in which τk is ready to execute

but it cannot execute due to τi’s jobs. In other words, out of the cumulative

intervals in Iτk(a, b), Iτi,τk(a, b) involves only intervals where τi’s job is one

of the higher priority jobs occupying the m CPU cores (See Fig. 3.2).

From these definitions, for single-thread tasks, Iτk(a, b) is the summation of
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τi

τi

τi

time

Iτk(a, b)

Iτi,τk(a, b)

a b

core 0

core 1

core 2

core 3

Dk

Figure 3.2: Interference of τk within interval [a, b)

Iτi,τk(a, b) of all the interfering tasks τis (τi ∈ Γ, τi 6= τk) divided by m, i.e.,

Iτk(a, b) =
1

m

∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

Iτi,τk(a, b). (3.1)

Using this, a schedulability condition can be derived for the j-th job of τk, having

the release time of rkj and the absolute deadline of dkj = rkj+Dk. The job is schedu-

lable when it can execute for its WCET denoted by ek inside its interval [rkj , dkj).

In other words, for the job not to miss the deadline, the interference must be smaller

than or equal to Dk − ek. Combined with Eq. (3.1), this schedulability condition can

be formulated as follows, without loss of generality, a = rkj and b = dkj :

Iτk(a, b) =
1

m

∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

Iτi,τk(a, b) ≤ Dk − ek. (3.2)

However, Eq. (3.2) cannot be used as-is, since due to the vast number of possi-

ble execution scenarios of the sporadic tasks, calculating Iτi,τk(a, b) value becomes

intractable.

Instead, BCL and most other analyses use an upper bound of the interference
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τi

τk

Ti

carry-in job body job

time
a bDk

Figure 3.3: Worst-case release pattern of τi in [a, b) = [rkj , dkj)

Iτi,τk(a, b). Such an upper bound is given by the total workload of the interfering task

τi within the interval [a, b) = [rkj , dkj). Fig. 3.3 shows the worst-case release pattern

of the interfering task τi that gives the largest amount of workload into the interval of

a τk’s job in global EDF scheduling. It is when τi’s last job’s deadline coincides with

the deadline of τk’s job and τi’s previous jobs are released most frequently, that is,

with its minimum inter-release time Ti. Considering this worst-case release pattern,

the worst-case workload of τi included in the interval of a τk’s job, which is denoted

by Wτi,τk , is given as follows:

Wτi,τk =

⌊

Dk

Ti

⌋

ei +min(ei, Dk mod Ti) = WBD
τi,τk

+WCI
τi,τk

. (3.3)

In this equation, the first term, i.e.,
⌊

Dk

Ti

⌋

ei, is the workload by body jobs that are

released and have deadlines within the interval of a τk’s job, and is notated as WBD
τi,τk

.

The second term, i.e., min(ei, Dk mod Ti), is the workload by a carry-in job that are

released before the interval but has its deadline within the interval, and is notated as

WCI
τi,τk

. This worst-case workload Wτi,τk , from now on, is simply called “workload

from τi to τk”.
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Since the interference Iτi,τk(a, b) cannot be greater than the workload Wτi,τk , the

schedulability condition in Eq. (3.2) can be transformed into the following sufficient

schedulability condition:

Iτk(a, b) =
1

m

∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

Iτi,τk(a, b)

≤
1

m

∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

Wτi,τk ≤ Dk − ek.

(3.4)

This sufficient schedulability condition gets more tightened in the BCL schedu-

lability analysis with the introduction of “bounded workload”, denoted as W τi,τk .

W τi,τk is a upper bound of the interference Iτi,τk(a, b). This comes from the follow-

ing consideration: For a job of τk to be schedulable, it cannot be interfered more than

Dk − ek by τi. Thus, we can limit the workload Wτi,τk by Dk − ek when consid-

ering the interference from τi for the schedulability of a τk’s job. This results in the

following bounded workload:

W τi,τk = min(Wτi,τk , Dk − ek). (3.5)

We call W τi,τk “bounded workload from τi to τk” or “interference from τi to τk”,

whenever there is no ambiguity.

By replacing Wτi,τk in Eq. (3.4) with a tighter upper bound, i.e., the bounded

workload W τi,τk in Eq. (3.5) and moving m to the right-hand side, we finally have
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the following BCL schedulability condition for each task τk:

∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

W τi,τk =
∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

min(Wτi,τk , Dk − ek) ≤ m(Dk − ek). (3.6)

In addition, the BCL schedulability condition enforces that at most m − 1 inter-

fering tasks τis have workloads Wτi,τks exceeding Dk − ek. This is because if m or

more τis have workloads exceeding Dk − ek, there can be a case where τk cannot be

guaranteed ek from its release time to its absolute deadline[13].

From now on, by the “schedulability” of a task τk, we mean that τk meets this

BCL sufficient schedulability condition. Also, when we say that the given task set Γ

is schedulable, it means that the BCL condition holds for every task τk ∈ Γ.

3.3.2 Properties of Parallelization Freedom

In order to apply the schedulability condition of Eq. (3.6) to a task τk with the par-

allelization freedom, the task τk using the parallelization option Ok can simply be

considered as a set of Ok individual tasks, i.e., τk(Ok) = {τ1k (Ok), τ
2
k (Ok), · · · ,

τOk

k (Ok)}, having the same minimum inter-release time Tk and relative deadline Dk,

but different execution times, i.e., e1k(Ok), e
2
k(Ok), · · · , e

Ok

k (Ok).

By this extension, for a given task set Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}, when we choose a

parallelization option combination O = (O1, O2, · · · , On), we can transform Γ into

an extended task set Γ(O) = τ1(O1) ∪ τ2(O2) ∪ · · · ∪ τn(On) containing a total of

O1 + O2 + ... + On number of tasks. Then, we can use Eq. (3.6) on the extended

task set Γ(O) to determine the schedulability. For this reason, from now on, in the
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situations where the threads are considered as individual tasks, we may conveniently

refer to them as tasks.

However, note that sibling threads have a clear difference from non-sibling threads.

That is, a pair of sibling threads, say τpk (Ok) and τ qk (Ok), always have the same re-

lease times and the same absolute deadlines as shown in Fig. 3.1, which is not the case

for non-sibling threads belonging to different tasks. Therefore, only a single body job

and no carry-in job of τpk (Ok) can interfere with τ qk (Ok) and vice versa even in the

worst-case. This difference of sibling threads yields the following three properties,

which help find the optimal parallelization options.

Property 1. Out of Ok parallelized threads of τk(Ok), the first thread τ1k (Ok), which

has the largest WCET can be used as a representative thread for the schedulability of

all other sibling threads, because if τ1k (Ok) is schedulable, all other siblings threads

are also schedulable. The following lemma formally states this.

Lemma 1. If τ1k (Ok) meets the schedulability condition Eq. (3.6), all its sibling

threads {τ2k (Ok), · · · , τ
Ok

k (Ok)} also meet the condition.

Proof. Let τ∗k be a sibling thread of τ1k whose schedulability we want to prove. Also,

a task that is neither τ1k nor τ∗k is denoted by τx and the set of such tasks is denoted

by Γx. Using these notations, the fact that τ1k meets Eq. (3.6) is rephrased as follows:

∑

τx∈Γx

W τx,τ1k
+W τ∗

k
,τ1

k
≤ m(Dk − e1k). (3.7)
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Also, the schedulability condition, i.e., Eq. (3.6), for τ∗k is rephrased as follows:

∑

τx∈Γx

W τx,τ∗k
+W τ1

k
,τ∗

k
≤ m(Dk − e∗k). (3.8)

We can now prove the lemma by deriving Eq. (3.8) from Eq. (3.7). Let us first

consider the first term of the left-hand sides of Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8). For a task

τx ∈ Γx, let us compare its bounded workload to τ1k , i.e., W τx,τ1k
in Eq. (3.7) and that

to τ∗k , i.e., W τx,τ∗k
in Eq. (3.8), which are:

W τ,xτ1k
= min(Wτx,τ1k

, Dk − e1k) and

W τx,τ∗k
= min(Wτx,τ∗k

, Dk − e∗k),

respectively. Since the sibling threads τ1k and τ∗k have the same release time and dead-

line, τx’s workloads to them are the same, i.e., Wτx,τ1k
= Wτx,τ∗k

. However, if Wτx,τ1k

exceeds Dk − e1k, then W τx,τ1k
= Dk − e1k. In such case, W τx,τ∗k

can be greater

than W τx,τ1k
due to the larger bound Dk − e∗k. Nevertheless, the difference is at most

e1k − e∗k. Therefore,

W τx,τ1k
+ (e1k − e∗k) ≥W τx,τ∗k

.

However, the number of τxs whose Wτx,τ1k
exceeds Dk−e

1
k is at most m−1 according

to the BCL schedulability condition for τ1k . Thus, overall, the following holds for the

first term of Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8):

∑

τx∈Γx

W τx,τ1k
+ (m− 1)(e1k − e∗k) ≥

∑

τx∈Γx

W τx,τ∗k
.

Second, let us consider the second term of the left-hand sides of Eq. (3.7) and
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Eq. (3.8), which are the bounded workload from τ∗k to τ1k and vice versa, respectively.

They are:

W τ∗
k
,τ1

k
= min(Wτ∗

k
,τ1

k
, Dk − e1k) and

W τ1
k
,τ∗

k
= min(Wτ1

k
,τ∗

k
, Dk − e∗k),

Since τ∗k and τ1k are sibling threads each other, only one body job of one thread is

included in the workload to the other thread, that is, Wτ∗
k
,τ1

k
= e∗k and Wτ1

k
,τ∗

k
=

e1k. If the workloads do not exceed the bounds, i.e., Wτ∗
k
,τ1

k
= e∗k ≤ Dk − e1k ⇔

Wτ1
k
,τ∗

k
= e1k ≤ Dk − e∗k, the bounded workloads are the same as the workloads,

i.e., W τ∗
k
,τ1

k
= e∗k and W τ1

k
,τ∗

k
= e1k. Otherwise, they are W τ∗

k
,τ1

k
= Dk − e1k and

W τ1
k
,τ∗

k
= Dk−e

∗
k. In both cases, the following holds for the second term of Eq. (3.7)

and Eq. (3.8):

W τ∗
k
,τ1

k
+ (e1k − e∗k) = W τ1

k
,τ∗

k
.

Combining the first term and the second term, the left-hand side of Eq. (3.8) is at

most m(e1k − e∗k) larger than that of Eq. (3.7). On the other hand, the right-hand side

of Eq. (3.8) is m(e1k − e∗k) larger than that of Eq. (3.7). Therefore, when Eq. (3.7) is

true, Eq. (3.8) is also true. The lemma follows.

Thanks to Lemma 1, for each task τk ∈ Γ, we only need to check whether its first

thread τ1k (Ok) meets the schedulability condition, i.e., Eq. (3.6). Regarding τ1k (Ok),

Eq. (3.6) can be rewritten as follows, by separating the bounded workloads from its

sibling threads and all others:

∑

τ l
k
(Ok)∈τk(Ok),l 6=1

W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

+
∑

τ /∈τk(Ok)

W τ,τ1
k
(Ok)
≤ m(Dk − e1k(Ok)).
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In the left-hand side of this equation, the first term is the bounded workload from

the sibling threads to τ1k (Ok) and the second term is the bounded workload from the

non-sibling threads, i.e., threads of other tasks, to τ1k (Ok). By moving the first term

to the right-hand side, the equation can be rephrased as follows:

∑

τ /∈τk(Ok)

W τ,τ1
k
(Ok)
≤ m(Dk − e1k(Ok)) −

∑

τ l
k
(Ok)∈τk(Ok),l 6=1

W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

,

meaning that the maximum amount of the bounded workload or interference from

other tasks’ threads that τ1k (Ok) can tolerate for its schedulability is the right-hand

side. Since the schedulability of τ1k (Ok) implies the schedulability of all its sibling

threads due to Lemma 1, the right-hand side can be interpreted as the “tolerance” of

τk for the interference from other tasks, when Ok is chosen for τk. Thus, we define

the tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) by the right-hand side of the above equation, i.e.,

tol(τk(Ok)) = m(Dk − e1k(Ok)) −
∑

τ l
k
(Ok)∈τk(Ok),l 6=1

W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

. (3.9)

Recall that the bounded workload from a sibling thread τ lk(Ok) to τ1k (Ok) is the

minimum of the workload Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

and the bound Dk − e1k(Ok), i.e.,

W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

= min(Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

, Dk − e1k(Ok)).

Also, the workload Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

k
(Ok)

from a sibling thread τ lk(Ok) is a single body job’s

execution time elk(Ok). Putting this into Eq. (3.9), the tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) is finally
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given as a function of the parallelization option Ok as follows:

tol(τk(Ok)) = m(Dk − e1k(Ok)) −
∑

τ l
k
(Ok)∈τk(Ok),l 6=1

min(elk(Ok), Dk − e1k(Ok)).

(3.10)

Regarding this tolerance, the following property greatly helps us find the opti-

mal parallelization options by a uni-directional search rather than a back-and-forth

combinatorial search.

Property 2. This tolerance of τk is a monotonic increasing function of Ok, meaning

that, with a larger parallelization option Ok, the task τk can tolerate a larger amount

of interference from other tasks. The following lemma and corollary formally state

this.

Lemma 2. The tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) in Eq. (3.10) is a monotonic increasing func-

tion of Ok, i.e., for every Ok < Omax, tol(τk(Ok)) < tol(τk(Ok + 1)) under ideal

parallelization with zero parallelization overhead, i.e., Ck(Ok) = Ck(Ok + 1).

Proof. When the parallelization option increases from Ok to Ok +1, the first term of

the tolerance in Eq. (3.10) increases from m(Dk− e1k(Ok)) to m(Dk− e1k(Ok +1)).

The amount of this increase is m(e1k(Ok) − e1k(Ok + 1)), which is always positive

because e1k(Ok) > e1k(Ok + 1).

Now, let us consider the change of the second term, which is the bounded work-

load from sibling threads. For this, let us use Fig. 3.4 where the above diagram

(shaded area) depicts the second term for Ok while the below diagram (shaded area)

depicts that for Ok + 1. As we can see in the figure, the second term may increase

depending on the amount of siblings’ workload increase, i.e., from Ck(Ok)−e1k(Ok)
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Dk − e1k(Ok)

Dk − e1k(Ok + 1)

Ck(Ok)− e1k(Ok)

Ck(Ok + 1)

−e1k(Ok + 1)

Ok

Ok + 1

e1k(Ok)

e1k(Ok + 1)

Dk

Dk

Figure 3.4: Change of bounded workload for Ok → Ok + 1

to Ck(Ok + 1) − e1k(Ok + 1). Let us conservatively consider the amount of this in-

crease, i.e., Ck(Ok + 1)−Ck(Ok) +
(

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)
)

, as the increase of the

bounded workload.

The second term also may increase due to the increase of the bound from Dk −

e1k(Ok) to Dk−e1k(Ok+1). See the part surrounded by thick dotted line in the above

diagram of Fig. 3.4, which is not counted as the bounded workload due to the small

bound Dk − e1k(Ok). In the below diagram, however, such a part can be included in

the bounded workload due to the larger bound Dk − e1k(Ok + 1). Even if such an

increase happens for all Ok − 1 sibling threads, the total increase cannot be greater

than (Ok−1)
(

e1k(Ok)−e
1
k(Ok+1)

)

, because such an increase for each sibling thread

is limited by the difference of the two bounds, i.e., Dk−e
1
k(Ok+1)−(Dk−e

1
k(Ok)) =

e1k(Ok)−e1k(Ok+1). This amount of increase, i.e., (Ok−1)
(

e1k(Ok)−e1k(Ok+1)
)

,

is also conservatively considered as the increase of the bounded workload. Summing
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up these two increases, the increase of the second term cannot be larger than:

Ck(Ok + 1)− Ck(Ok) +
(

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)
)

+ (Ok − 1)
(

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)
)

= Ck(Ok + 1)− Ck(Ok) +Ok(e
1
k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1))

Under ideal parallelization, i.e., when Ck(Ok+1)−Ck(Ok) = 0, the increase of the

second term is bounded by Ok

(

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)
)

.

Since the increase of the first term m(e1k(Ok)−e
1
k(Ok+1)) is always greater than

the increase of the second term Ok(e
1
k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)) where Ok < Omax = m,

the tolerance monotonically increases: tol(τk(Ok)) < tol(τk(Ok + 1)).

This lemma still holds when the parallelization overhead is not significantly large.

In order to formally state this, let us define the parallelization overhead α(Ok, Ok +

1) as the total computation amount increase, i.e., Ck(Ok + 1) − Ck(Ok), for unit

reduction of the first thread’s execution time, that is,

α(Ok, Ok + 1) =
Ck(Ok + 1)− Ck(Ok)

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)
. (3.11)

Corollary 1. If α(Ok, Ok + 1) < m − Ok where Ok < Omax = m, Lemma 2

still holds.

Proof. As stated in the proof of Lemma 2, the increase amount of the second term in

Eq. (3.10) cannot be larger than Ck(Ok+1)−Ck(Ok)+Ok

(

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok+1)
)

.

Using Eq. (3.11), this bound for the second term increase is rewritten as:

(

α(Ok, Ok + 1) +Ok

)(

e1k(Ok)− e1k(Ok + 1)
)

.
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τk(1)

τk(4)

τi

carry-in job body job

Di
time

Figure 3.5: Increase of τk’s workload when increasing Ok

Since the increase of the first term in Eq. (3.10) is m
(

e1k(Ok) − e1k(Ok + 1)
)

, if

α(Ok, Ok + 1) + Ok < m, the second term increase is smaller than the first term

increase. In other words, if α(Ok, Ok + 1) < m − Ok, the tolerance increases, i.e.,

tol(τk(Ok)) < tol(τk(Ok + 1)).

Lemma 2 and Corollary 1 say that for a task τk, increasing parallelization op-

tion Ok may be advantageous for its own schedulability. However, for other tasks

τis (τi ∈ Γ, τi 6= τk), increasing τk’s parallelization option Ok may be disadvanta-

geous. Fig. 3.5 illustrates how two different parallelization options of τk, i.e., Ok = 1

and Ok = 4, can give the interference to one instance interval of another task τi. It

shows that a larger parallelization option Ok = 4 of τk may give a larger amount of

interference to another task τi. To formally discuss this, for a parallelization option

Ok chosen for τk, let us define its interference function given to another task τi as
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follows:

int(τk, τi) =

Ok
∑

l=1

W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
=

Ok
∑

l=1

min
(

Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
, Dk − e1i (Oi)

)

,

(3.12)

where Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
= WBD

τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
+WCI

τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)

=

⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

elk(Ok) + min(elk(Ok), Di mod Tk).

(3.13)

Note that this interference function int(τk, τi) counts the sum of bounded work-

loads, i.e.,

Ok
∑

l=1

W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
, from all Ok threads of τk(Ok) to only the first thread

τ1i (Oi) of τi(Oi). This is because the schedulability of the first thread τ1i (Oi) implies

the schedulability of all the sibling threads of τi(Oi) by Lemma 1, regardless of Oi

chosen for τi.

Also, since the interference from each thread τ lk(Ok) of τk(Ok) to τ1i (Oi) is

upper bounded by the bounded workload W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
, the interference function

int(τk, τi) sums up each bounded workload W τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
, which is the minimum

of the workload Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
and the bound Di − e1i (Oi) as in Eq. (3.12), where

the workload Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
is the sum of the body jobs’ workload (the first term of

Eq. (3.13)) and the carry-in job’s workload (the second term of Eq. (3.13)).

Regarding this interference function, the following property also helps us find the

optimal parallelization options by a uni-directional search.

Property 3. The above-defined interference from τk to another task τi is a monotonic

increasing function of Ok, meaning that, if a larger parallelization option Ok is chosen
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.
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Figure 3.6: Change of bounded workload from τk to τi for Ok → Ok + 1

for τk, it gives a larger amount of interference to another task τi. The following lemma

formally states this.

Lemma 3. The interference int(τk, τi) in Eq. (3.12) is a monotonic increasing func-

tion of Ok, i.e., for every Ok < Omax, int(τk(Ok), τi) < int(τk(Ok + 1), τi).

Proof. To prove this lemma, let us use Fig. 3.6. In the figure, each horizontal bar

represents the workload from each thread of τk to the first thread of τi. The right-end

of this horizontal bar is the workload when the option Ok is used, i.e., Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)

in Eq. (3.13), while the shaded portion of the bar represents the workload when the

option (Ok + 1) is used, i.e., Wτ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

.

Note that the shaded portion is always smaller than the right-end, i.e.,

Wτ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

≤Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
, because

WBD
τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
≤WBD

τ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

⇔

⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

elk(Ok + 1) ≤

⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

elk(Ok), and
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WCI
τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
≤WCI

τ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

⇔

min(elk(Ok + 1), Di mod Tk) ≤ min(elk(Ok), Di mod Tk).

Also, the workload from (l + 1)-th thread is smaller than or equal to that from

l-th thread since the threads are sorted in the descending order of execution times,

i.e., el+1
k (Ok) ≤ elk(Ok). Thus, the figure shows the stair shape of the right-ends and

the dark portions of the horizontal bars. Note that the bottom-most horizontal bar is

the workload from (Ok + 1)-th thread when the option (Ok + 1) is used and hence

does not exist when the option Ok is used.

Now let us consider the dashed vertical line at Di − e1i (Oi), which limits the

workload to the bounded workload. In the figure, for each horizontal bar, only the

portion left to this vertical line is considered as the bounded workload. Thus, when

the option Ok is used, the interference int(τk(Ok), τi) includes the first Ok horizontal

bars’ portion left to the vertical line. On the other hand, when the option (Ok + 1) is

used, the interference int(τk(Ok+1), τi) includes the shaded portions of the (Ok+1)

horizontal bars left to the vertical line. Note that the white-area surrounded by the

thick-solid line is included in int(τk(Ok), τi) but not in int(τk(Ok + 1), τi). On the

other hand, the shaded area surrounded by the thick-dotted line is included only in

int(τk(Ok + 1), τi).

We now show that the white-area surrounded by the thick-solid line is smaller

than the dark-area surrounded by the thick-dotted line, meaning that int(τk(Ok), τi)

< int(τk(Ok + 1), τi), as follows:
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1. The total workload of τk(Ok), i.e.,

Ok
∑

l=1

Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
=

Ok
∑

l=1

(

WBD
τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
+WCI

τ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)

)

=

Ok
∑

l=1

(⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

elk(Ok) + min
(

elk(Ok), Di mod Tk

)

)

=

⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

Ck(Ok) +

Ok
∑

l=1

min
(

elk(Ok), Di mod Tk

)

,

is smaller than or equal to that of τk(Ok + 1), i.e.,

Ok+1
∑

l=1

Wτ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

=

Ok+1
∑

l=1

(

WBD
τ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

+WCI
τ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

)

=

Ok+1
∑

l=1

(⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

elk(Ok + 1) + min(elk(Ok + 1), Di mod Tk)

)

=

⌊

Di

Tk

⌋

Ck(Ok + 1) +

Ok+1
∑

l=1

min(elk(Ok + 1), Di mod Tk),

because Ck(Ok) ≤ Ck(Ok + 1), and

Ok
∑

l=1

min(elk(Ok), Di mod Tk) ≤

Ok+1
∑

l=1

min(elk(Ok + 1), Di mod Tk).

2. This means that the whole white-area of the horizontal bars—which is included

in

Ok
∑

l=1

Wτ l
k
(Ok),τ

1

i (Oi)
but not in

Ok+1
∑

l=1

Wτ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

— is smaller than or

equal to the dark-area surrounded by the thick-dotted line that is newly in-

cluded only in

Ok+1
∑

l=1

Wτ l
k
(Ok+1),τ1i (Oi)

.

3. Therefore, the white area surrounded by the thick solid line is also smaller than
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the shaded area surrounded by the thick-dotted line. The lemma follows.

Wrapping up the above discussions, the schedulability condition of τk can be

rewritten using the monotonic increasing functions of tolerance and interference as

follows:

∑

τi(Oi)∈Γ, (i 6=k)

int(τi(Oi), τk(Ok)) ≤ tol(τk(Ok)) (3.14)

3.4 Optimal Assignment of Parallelization Options

The monotonic increasing properties of the tolerance function tol(τk) and the in-

terference function int(τk, τi) of τk in Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 hint that we should

choose the “barely tolerable option” for τk in order to give the smallest possible in-

terference to other tasks for the schedulability of all the tasks in Γ. Motivated by

this, we propose an iterative algorithm, which starts from the minimum paralleliza-

tion options, i.e., O = (O1, O2, · · · , On) = (1, 1, · · · , 1), and iteratively increases

the options to the “barely tolerable ones” until all the tasks’ tolerances become larger

than the interference given by other tasks. We first intuitively explain this algorithm

using an example task set consisting of three tasks, i.e., Γ = {τ1, τ2, τ3}, in Fig. 3.7.

Fig. 3.7(a) shows our initial setting. On each horizontal axis representing each

task τk, the tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) with each Ok is marked by a circle above the axis.

Notice that we initially set the first option for all the three tasks, as marked by a ‘X.’

Considering these initial options, in the first iteration shown in Fig. 3.7(b), we calcu-

late the interferences given to the three tasks as marked by triangles underneath the
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(a) Initial setting

(b) First iteration

(c) Second iteration

Figure 3.7: Optimal parallelization assignment — initial setting and iterations
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τ1

τ2

τ2

τ3

τ3

∑
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(a) Termination – schedulable

(b) Termination – not schedulable

Figure 3.8: Optimal parallelization assignment — termination conditions

axes. Note that the interference exceeds the current tolerance for all three tasks. Thus,

as shown by the arrows, we raise the options to those whose tolerances barely exceed

the interferences. Then, in the second iteration shown in Fig. 3.7(c), we recalculate

the interferences with the raised options. Note that the amount of interference given

to τ1 and τ2 still exceed the tolerances, and thus we raise their options again.

We repeat this until one of the following two conditions holds: (1) for all three

tasks, tolerances are greater than or equal to the interferences—schedulable case as

shown in Fig. 3.8(a) and (2) at least one task reaches its maximum parallelization
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option but the interference to it still exceeds its tolerance—unschedulable case as

shown in Fig. 3.8(b).

3.4.1 Optimal Parallelization Assignment Algorithm

This algorithm can be formally described as the pseudo-codes in Algorithm 1. The

algorithm takes the set of tasks Γ as input and produces the parallelization option

combination O, if any, that makes the given task set schedulable as output. The for-

loop from Line 1 to Line 5 pre-calculates the tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) for each task

τk ∈ Γ and for each option Ok ≤ Omax using Eq. (3.10) as in Fig. 3.7(a). In Line 6,

we create an array S where each element Sk ∈ S is initialized to Unknown, meaning

the schedulability of τk is yet unknown. Then, Line 7 initializes the parallelization

options to O
cur = (1, 1, ..., 1) and Line 8 sets the “updated” flag as true.

The while-loop from Line 9 to Line 24 iteratively increases the parallelization

options to the barely tolerable ones until it turns out “schedulable” or “not schedula-

ble”. For this, in each iteration of the while-loop, Line 10 first resets the updated flag

to false, meaning that we will terminate the while-loop if no parallelization option

is updated. Then Line 11 sets the previous parallelization option combination O
pre

the same as the current option combination O
cur. Then, the for-loop from Line 12 to

Line 22 tries to update each task τk’s parallelization option Ocur
k to the barely toler-

able ones as in Fig. 3.7(b). For this, within the for-loop, Line 13 calculates the total

interference given to τk, i.e.,
∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk), using Eq. (3.12) with the

previous parallelization options.

The while-loop from Line 14 to Line 21 checks whether τk’s tolerance is smaller

than the interference from other tasks. If so, Line 15 increases Ocur
k to the next one,
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and Line 16 sets the updated flag as true, indicating that some options are updated.

This is repeated until the barely tolerable option is found. In the meantime, however,

if Ocur
k becomes larger than Omax as in Line 17, it means that τk’s tolerance even

with Omax is still smaller than the interference from other tasks and hence τk is un-

schedulable. In this case, Line 18 marks Sk as false and sets Ocur
k = Omax. Line 19

then breaks the while-loop from Line 14 to Line 21 and goes back to Line 12 to con-

tinue with unchecked tasks for finding their barely tolerable options. After checking

all the tasks in the current iteration, Line 23 checks if there is a task that turns out

unschedulable, and if so, it breaks the while-loop from Line 9 to Line 24.

When the while-loop from Line 9 to Line 24 terminates, the if-else statement

from Line 25 to Line 29 returns the “not schedulable” or “schedulable” conclusion.

When the given task set is schedulable, it also returns the found parallelization option

combination O
cur.

Algorithm 1 Optimal Parallelization Assignment (OPA):

Input: Set of tasks Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}.

Output: (1) Schedulability,

(2) Parallelization option combination O = (O1, O2, · · · , On)

begin procedure

1. for τk ∈ Γ do

2. for Ok = 1 to Omax do

3. tol(τk(Ok))← Eq. (3.10)

4. end for

5. end for

6. initialize S← (Unknown,Unknown, ..., Unknown)

7. initialize O
cur ← (1, 1, ..., 1)

8. initialize updated← True

9. while updated do
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10. updated← False

11. O
pre ← O

cur

12. for τk ∈ Γ do

13.
∑

τi∈Γ, (i6=k)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk)← Eq. (3.12)

14. while tol(τk(O
cur
k )) <

∑

τi∈Γ, (i6=k)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk) do

15. Ocur
k ← Ocur

k + 1

16. updated← True

17. if Ocur
k > Omax then

18. Sk ← False and Ocur
k ← Omax

19. break // goto Line 12 to continue with next τk

20. end if

21. end while

22. end for

23. if any Sk ∈ S is False then break end if

24. end while

25. if any Sk ∈ S is False then

26. return not schedulable

27. else

28. return schedulable, Ocur

29. end if

end procedure

3.4.2 Optimality of Algorithm 1

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 is optimal in terms of the BCL schedulability analysis

when the parallelization overhead is not significantly large, i.e., when α(Ok, Ok +

1) < m − Ok. More specifically, if Algorithm 1 cannot find a parallelization option

combination that makes the given task set schedulable by schedulability condition

(Eq. 3.14), no other option combinations can do it either, when α(Ok, Ok + 1) <
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m−Ok.

Proof. For this proof, let us define the “≤” relation between two parallelization op-

tion combinations OX , OY as follows:

O
X ≤ O

Y := {OX
k ≤ OY

k | ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.

Now, suppose that Algorithm 1 reaches an unschedulable parallelization option

combination O
A = (OA

1 , O
A
2 , · · · , O

A
n ) meaning that, for at least one task, say τk,

its option OA
k already reaches the maximum, but its tolerance is still smaller than

its received interference from other tasks. Then, we will show that any other option

combination O
S cannot be schedulable for all the following cases:case (1) OA ≤ O

S ,

case (2) OS ≤ O
A, and case (3) OA 6≤ O

S and O
S 6≤ O

A.

case (1): When O
A ≤ O

S , due to the monotonic increasing property of the in-

terference (Lemma 3), interference given to τk must be greater with the O
S option

combination. Since already in O
A, OA

k was at maximum parallelization, so tolerance

of τk cannot increase anymore. OS is not schedulable.

case (2): For case O
S ≤ O

A, we denote the x-th iteration of Algorithm 1 as

O
A(x) = (O

A(x)
1 , O

A(x)
2 , · · · , O

A(x)
n ). For example, the initial option combination

is O
A(0) = (O

(1)
1 , O

(1)
2 , · · · , O

(1)
n ), and the final option combination, say the X-th

iteration, is OA(X) = O
A. While in the iteration, each parallelization option mono-

tonically increases, i.e.,

O
A(x) ≤ O

A(y) ∀x, y, 1 ≤ x < y ≤ X.
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Because the iteration starts from the lowest parallelization and O
S ≤ O

A, among

the X iterations, there is always one iteration, e.g., y-th iteration, such that OA(y) ≤

O
S ≤ O

A. Let us call the largest among them O
A(z), and hence O

A(z+1) 6≤ OS .

Therefore, there exists at least one element O
A(z+1)
k in which OS

k < O
A(z+1)
k .

On the other hand, according to Algorithm 1, OA(z+1) is the smallest possible

option combination that can tolerate interference with combination O
A(z) in the pre-

vious iteration. Then because OS
k < O

A(z+1)
k , τk’s tolerance is lower with O

A(z),

and hence is not schedulable with O
A(z). To make this worse, since O

A(z) ≤ O
S ,

the interference τk receives with O
S is actually larger than or equal to that of OA(z)

— due to the monotonic increasing property of interference. Therefore τk is still not

schedulable with O
S .

case (3): For the case where OA 6≤ O
S and O

S 6≤ O
A, we prove by contradiction.

Suppose that there exists a schedulable option combination O
S . Then, there must

be at least one element of OS larger than the one in O
A, i.e., ∃x, OA

x < OS
x . Sim-

ilarly, at least one element must be smaller, i.e., ∃y, OS
y < OA

y . Let us classify the

former elements into Group-X, and the latter into Group-Y. Then we make another

combination O
S′

by taking the smaller elements from either group, i.e.,

O
S′

=
(

min(OA
1 , O

S
1 ),min(OA

2 , O
S
2 ), · · · ,min(OA

n , O
S
n)
)

.

Using this, we will derive a contradiction, that if OS is schedulable, OS′

(≤ O
A) is

also schedulable, which is not possible because of case (2).

For a task τx in Group-X, because OA
x < OS

x , OA
x is not at the maximum option

O(max). Therefore τx’s tolerance is larger than its received interference with option
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O
A. Since O

S′

≤ O
A, τx’s received interference is decreased with smaller option

O
S′

(Lemma 3). Hence, τx remains schedulable with O
S′

.

For a task τy in Group-Y, because we assumed O
S is schedulable, τx’s tolerance

is larger than its received interference with option O
S . Since O

S′

≤ O
S , τy’s re-

ceived interference is decreased with the smaller option O
S′

, which makes τy remain

schedulable.

Therefore, if OS is schedulable, OS′

(≤ OA) is also schedulable, which is a con-

tradiction due to case (2). OS is not schedulable.

3.4.3 Time Complexity of Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1 conducts a uni-directional search in the outer while-loop from Line 9 to

Line 24 by leveraging the monotonic increasing property of both tolerance and inter-

ference. Thus, for n tasks with the constant number Omax of parallelization options,

the number of options increases is at most n · Omax and hence O(n). For each of

such increases, the algorithm may calculate the interference in Line 13 with the time

complexity of O(n) for all n tasks by the for-loop from Line 12 to Line 22. This

becomes O(n2) time complexity. Thus, the overall time complexity of the algorithm

is O(n3). Our python3 implementation of Algorithm 1 takes 1.44ms to complete for

n = 10 tasks on an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU (6-cores) machine clocked at 3.2GHz.

3.5 Experiment Results

In this section, we show the effectiveness of the proposed task parallelization algo-

rithm by both simulation with synthetic tasks and actual implementation with real

autonomous driving tasks. We first show the evaluated schedulability using synthetic
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tasks in Section 3.5.1, then in Section 3.5.2 we perform a series of artificial schedul-

ing to investigate the ceiling of our approach. Next, in Section 3.5.3, we survey the

extreme task set cases to reveal the limitation and effectiveness of parallelization

and the BCL schedulability analysis. Finally, in Section 3.5.4, we demonstrate the

performance through actual implementation with real autonomous driving tasks and

additionally with a real-time benchmark.

3.5.1 Simulation Results

For our simulation, a synthetic task τk = (Tk, Dk, Ek) is randomly generated as fol-

lows: (1) Tk is randomly generated from uniform[600, 2000], (2) Dk is randomly gen-

erated from uniform[400, Tk], and (3) the thread execution time table Ek is created

starting from e1k(Ok = 1) = Ck(Ok = 1) = uniform[300, 1000], Ck(Ok + 1) where

Ok < Omax is computed using α(Ok, (Ok +1)) = Ck(Ok+1)−Ck(Ok)
e1
k
(Ok)−e1

k
(Ok+1)

, Ck(Ok +1) is

divided into (Ok+1) pieces by Unifast [15] algorithm, and those pieces are sorted in

the descending order and assigned to e1k(Ok + 1), e2k(Ok + 1), · · · , eOk+1
k (Ok + 1).

Using this way of generating a synthetic task, we generate 106 task sets with dif-

ferent number of tasks n and different task set utilization
∑n

k=1 Uk =
∑n

k=1Ck(1)/Tk

as follows:

1. Create an empty task set Γ.

2. Generate a new synthetic task τk and add it to Γ.

3. Check whether Γ passes the necessary condition, i.e.,
∑

τk∈Γ

Ck(1)/Tk < m.

4. If true, it becomes one task set Γ. Then, with a copy of Γ, we add one more

task by repeating the above two steps to make another task set with one more
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task.

5. If not, meaning that Γ is already large enough violating the necessary schedu-

lability condition, we start over from the beginning with a new empty task set

Γ.

With such generated 106 task sets and four CPU cores, i.e, m = 4, we com-

pare the schedulability resulting from the following four different parallelization ap-

proaches:

• Ours: Each task parallelized using our proposed algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 1.

• Single: No parallelization is used. Each task executes as a single thread.

• Max: Every task τk is parallelized into the maximum number of threads, i.e.,

Ok = Omax.

• Random: For each task τk, the parallelization option is randomly chosen from

uniform[1, Omax].

Fig. 3.9(a) compares the schedulability of the above four approaches for the

whole spectrum of the task set utilization of 106 task sets ranging from 0 to 4 as-

suming the parallelization overhead α(Ok, Ok+1) = 0.3 for every Ok < Omax = 4.

In the figure, the x-axis represents the task set utilization, and the y-axis represents

the schedulability, i.e., the proportion of schedulable task sets out of all the task sets

having the corresponding task set utilization. Comparing “Max” and “Single”, the

former performs better in low task set utilization while the latter performs better in

high task set utilization, making a crossing point around the task set utilization of
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(c) α(Ok, Ok + 1) = 0.3, 20% tightened deadlines

Figure 3.9: Simulation result with m = 4 CPU cores
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1.3. This is because, in low utilization, the schedulability is mostly affected by dead-

lines, and hence reducing the thread execution time by parallelization helps. On the

other hand, in high utilization, the schedulability is mostly affected by the amount

of interferences among tasks and hence keeping the number of threads small help.

“Random” is between “Max” and “Single”. “Ours” performs significantly better in

any task set utilization, e.g., 60% more schedulable task sets at the crossing point of

“Max” and “Single”‡. This is because Algorithm 1 optimally trades off the tolerance

and interference in the parallelization option selection for the schedulability of all the

tasks in the given task set.

Fig. 3.9(b) shows the results when the parallelization overhead is larger, i.e., when

α(Ok, Ok+1) = 0.8. In this case, “Single” is not affected, but “Max” becomes worse

since parallelization benefits are severely sacrificed due to the large parallelization

overhead. “Ours” is similarly affected. Nevertheless, “Ours” still significantly out-

performs all other approaches in this case of large parallelization overhead.

Fig. 3.9(c) shows the results when the deadline for each task is 20% tighter than

Fig. 3.9(a). In this case, “Single” becomes significantly worse because it does not take

advantage of thread execution time reduction by parallelization. On the other hand,

the performance of “Max” and “Random” also drop but not that much compared with

“Single” thanks to the parallelization. The performance of “Ours” slightly drops since

it can well overcome the tightened deadlines by optimal parallelization.

‡By applying the improved interference-based schedulability analysis called RTA [12] to “Single”,

“Max”, and “Random”, our experiments say that their schedulability improves, but less than 5%.
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Figure 3.10: Performance of simulated global EDF schedule

3.5.2 Simulated Schedule Results

Parallelization freedom for multi-segment tasks is realized based on a sufficient,

interference-based schedulability analysis, i.e., BCL. Therefore the proposed algo-

rithm inevitably inherits the built-in pessimism from BCL. Intuitively speaking, if

the schedulability gap of BCL is too large, the scheduling benefit that our proposed

algorithm brings can be diluted. To investigate and quantify this effect, we con-

ducted a simulated global EDF schedule with synthetic tasks. The results are drawn

in Fig 3.10.

The simulated global EDF schedule is administered in the following procedure:

(1) Task Sets generated through the same procedure as the base case in Section 3.5.1,

where parallelization overhead is α = 0.3 (2) Schedulability of each task set is first

checked using BCL. (3) If not schedulable, the schedulability is rechecked with sim-

ulated global EDF scheduling.

Because our problem definition considers the sporadic multi-segment task, there

can be infinitely many release patterns to check. Therefore, we can only check for
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a limited number of scenarios. For this experiment, we consider every task follows

a strictly periodic release pattern with zero release offset. In other words, all tasks

τk ∈ Γ are assumed to release simultaneously at t = 0, and subsequent jobs are

released most frequently as possible, according to their minimum separation time Tk.

A time-based simulation is run, wherein each step m = 4 threads are selected to

execute according to global EDF scheduling. If at any time stop, a job has remaining

execution time after its absolute deadline expired, we consider the deadline is violated

and return “Not schedulable”.

For each task set, the simulation is run until the hyper-period H , which is the

least common multiple of all Tk, because the release pattern will only repeat after H .

If no deadline miss is observed until H , the task set is deemed schedulable. Note that

H can quickly become intractably large. Therefore we cap H with a value of 106.

Any time step later than this upper bound will not be considered.

Fig 3.10 compares the schedulability of BCL and simulated global EDF ac-

cording to different parallelization strategies. The unfilled boxes represent the BCL

schedulability, and the filled boxes represent the simulated global EDF scheduling

with the previously described procedure. Note “Ours” does not output a valid paral-

lelization option for “deemed not schedulable” task sets. Therefore simulated global

EDF is not conducted for “Ours”.

As shown in the figure, the simulated global EDF schedule outpaces BCL by a

great margin. The gap in schedulability is exaggerated as parallelization increases,

as it peaks at the “Max” strategy. This is because of two reasons, (1) because par-

allelization overhead is relatively low, α = 0.3, choosing higher parallelization is

beneficial in actual scheduling. (2) Because hyper-period H capped to 106 when the
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number of threads grows, we omit a more significant portion of release scenarios in

high parallelization scenarios.

However, “Ours” can make optimal use of the BCL schedulability analysis and

outperforms all cases, even in such an “easy-win” scenario for simulated global EDF

scheduling due to restricted simulation conditions.

3.5.3 Survey on the Boundary Condition of the Parallelization Freedom

BCL schedulability analysis is a sufficient analysis meaning, the analysis is abso-

lutely confident for the “schedulable” results but is not for the “unschedulable” re-

sults. This creates a gap of pessimism, as shown in the previous section. However,

also shown in the last section, “Ours” can optimally select the parallelization options

according to the BCL analysis, and as a result, “Ours” can even outpace the “exhaus-

tive” competitors. In other words, we “squeezed out” maximal possible schedulability

gain from the BCL analysis.

Thus, the potential schedulability gain through Algorithm 1 is heavily limited by

the performance of the BCL analysis itself. Furthermore, being tightly coupled with

the BCL analysis, the performance of Algorithm 1 may highly suffer in the same

situations where the BCL analysis falls short.

To point out the circumstances and evaluate the magnitude of the performance

loss, we survey the extreme boundary cases of the BCL analysis in this section. In

particular, we focus on situations where an intuitive parallelization strategy can be

thought of and applied with ease. Through this section, we attempt to affirm the reach

of our proposed algorithm by fully disclosing the limitations. Those cases are: (1)

number of tasks is equal to the number of processors, each task’s utilization confined
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Figure 3.11: Parallelization freedom — boundary cases

under 1, (2) same as (1), but all task’s utilization is over 1, and (3) few tasks with a

large utilization mixed with many small utilization tasks. For all cases, we assume

the implicit deadline case where Dk = Tk for all tasks.

For each case, we suggest a heuristic to be coupled with, which can be thought

up rather intuitively. The suggested heuristics aim to be simple and try to maximize

schedulability by exploiting the nature of the given situation. For each case, the cou-

pled heuristic is evaluated using a simulated global EDF schedule and compared
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against the performance of Algorithm 1. The suggested heuristics are independent of

the BCL analysis, thus attempting to maximize the schedulability for the given situa-

tion. On the other hand, Algorithm 1 relies on sufficient BCL schedulability analysis,

so the schedulability implies pessimism.

In case (1), the number of tasks equals the number of processors, and each task’s

utilization is under 1. This is a case where the schedulability can be trivially deduced,

i.e., true, with the “Single” strategy. Thus, the coupled heuristic would make all

threads run single, which can be called “Heuristic-Single”. In this situation, “Heuristic-

Single” has 100% schedulability for all possible generated cases. However, this also

applies to Algorithm 1 since BCL can consider this situation, and Algorithm 1 also

starts from all single threads. Therefore, for this case, “Ours” and “Heuristic-Single”

have an identical performance of 100%.

In case (2), the number of tasks equals the number of processors, and each task’s

utilization is over 1. In such a case, schedulability cannot be easily guessed. However,

the “Single” strategy surely fails because the deadline is shorter than the required

execution for all tasks. Therefore the parallelization option must be increased for

all tasks. A viable strategy will be to raise the parallelization of each task equally,

say all threads 2 or all threads 3, and so on. All tasks are raised until every task’s

largest thread’s utilization falls below 1. Considering that the parallelization overhead

is compounded by increasing the options, incrementing options in a balanced fashion

is both a simple and a reasonable approach. We call this “Heuristic-Balanced”.

A comparison of “Heuristic-Balanced” and other strategies including “Ours” is

shown in Fig. 3.11(a), where “Heuristic-Balanced” is evaluated using simulated global

EDF schedule assuming strictly periodic release until the hyper-period. We can see
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that “Heuristic-Balanced” performs significantly better than the other naive approaches,

i.e., “Single”, “Max”, and “Random”, due to its exploitation of the given situation.

However, “Ours” still outpaces even in such a situation by utilizing the BCL analysis

to its full.

Finally, in case (3), the task sets are comprised of a few large utilization tasks

mixed with many small utilization tasks. In this case, an intuitive approach would

be to parallelize the larger utilization tasks first to make them more likely to be

schedulable. Let us call the group of larger tasks group-A and smaller utilization

tasks group-B. Thus for tasks in group-A, we parallelize them until (1) their individ-

ual threads have similar(or lower) utilization compared to the average utilization of

group-B or (2) they reach maximum parallelization. Generally speaking, this strategy

tries to even out the utilization for all threads so that no threads are especially harder

to schedule. We can call this heuristic “Heuristic-MakeAlike”.

Fig. 3.11(b) compares “Heuristic-MakeAlike” and other approaches. Where again,

“Heuristic-MakeAlike” is evaluated using a simulated global EDF schedule assum-

ing strictly periodic release until the hyper-period. “Heuristic-MakeAlike” performs

better than any other strategies. Since all naive strategies cannot favor both group-A

and group-B at the same time, their performance is relatively low. “Ours” innately

considers the tasks individually and assigns higher parallelization options to those

needed. Therefore “Ours” is more performant than the naive strategies.

3.5.4 Autonomous Driving Task Implementation Results

For the practical justification of our proposed approach, we composed two imple-

mentation experiments: Autoware [32] based autonomous workload evaluation and
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RT-App [50] based benchmark test.

Both experiments are conducted on PREEMPT RT patched on top of Linux ker-

nel 4.19. All tasks are scheduled according to G-EDF (SCHED DEADLINE) sched-

uler on a PC equipped with Intel Core i7-8700 CPU (6-cores). We use CPUSET to

limit the execution of our tasks into m = 4 cores, fix the clock frequency at 3.20

GHz, and disable GPU.

For the first implementation experiment, we execute the following four real pro-

grams used for autonomous driving, i.e., (1) τ1: sensor read program emulating a

multi-channel camera module, (2) τ2: lane tracking program used by Autoware [32],

(3) τ3: darknet [45]-based object detection and labeling program used by Apollo [4],

and (4) τ4: steering actuation program emulating PID motor controller. Their mini-

mum inter-release times and deadlines are set as (T1 = D1 = 20, 000), (T2 = D2 =

150, 000), (T3 = D3 = 120, 000), and (T4 = D4 = 20, 000), where the time unit is

µs.

Fig. 3.12 shows the measured response times of the largest thread τ1k (Ok) of each

task τk. In each graph, the x-axis is the release time of each job, and the y-axis is its

corresponding response time. The horizontal line on each graph is the deadline Dk,

and thus the response time above it means a deadline violation.
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(a) Strategy: “Single”

Figure 3.12: Measured response times of autonomous driving tasks
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(b) Strategy: “Max”

Figure 3.12: Measured response times of autonomous driving tasks(cont.)
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(c) Strategy: “Random”

Figure 3.12: Measured response times of autonomous driving tasks(cont.)
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(d) Strategy: “Ours”

Figure 3.12: Measured response times of autonomous driving tasks(cont.)
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In “Single”, we can observe many deadline misses of τ2 and τ3. This is because

they are time-taking tasks, and hence without parallelization, their execution times

often are longer than the deadlines. In “Max” and “Random”, the number of τ2’s

and τ3’s deadline misses decrease thanks to the parallelization, but now we observe

deadline misses of the short tasks τ1 and τ4 due to increased interferences. On the

other hand, we can observe that “Ours” meet all the deadlines of all four tasks by the

optimal parallelization.

Our proposed algorithm is additionally evaluated using real-time benchmark RT-

App [50]. RT-App is one of the most used real-time CPU workload benchmarks and is

notably used in the Linux mainline kernel [27]. To evaluate our proposed algorithm

with RT-App, the same task sets used in Section 3.5.1 are used. The experiment is

conducted in the following manner:

1. Tasks are generated through the same procedure as in Section 3.5.1, with paral-

lelization overhead α = 0.3. Configure RT-App tasks to have such parameters.

2. Create a task set with a single task, then execute with RT-App on m = 4 CPU

cores for 10 seconds. Repeat for all parallelization strategies.

3. If there was no deadline miss during the run, the task set is deemed schedu-

lable according to the selected parallelization strategy. Add another task, then

execute RT-App again.

4. Repeat the above step until all strategies experience a deadline miss. In such a

case, discard the task set and start over from Step 2.

The above procedure is conducted for 104 task sets, and the results are depicted in
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Figure 3.13: RT-App benchmark evaluation results with m = 4 CPU cores

Figure 3.13. For different parallelization strategies, their average number of schedu-

lable tasks is shown normalized.

As immediately shown in the figure, the “Ours” strategy significantly outpaces

other strategies. “Max” suffers harshly, recording a 45.7% drop in relative perfor-

mance. “Single” performs poorly, but not as much as “Max”. “Random” is in-between

“Single” and “Max”. Overall, the effect of parallelization overhead is exaggerated in

the benchmark experiment than in the previous simulation-based experiments. This

is because the threads here are real and suffer from actual overheads like syncing and

context switching. These “actual” overheads are additionally added to the α = 0.3

overhead, which is already assigned to RT-App tasks.
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Chapter 4

Conditionally Optimal Parallelization of

Multi-Segment and DAG Tasks

4.1 Introduction

The multi-segment (MS) task model can portray a wide range of workloads that have

intermittent synchronization points. In other words, the multi-segment model de-

scribes a series of parallel executions that must run in sequence. Many computation-

intensive real-time workloads, such as convolution neural network (CNN), can be

characterized as a multi-segment task.

On the other hand, real-time applications are rapidly growing in their size and

complexity. Such complex program models conform to a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG)

task model, where each node of the graph represents a task, and the connected edges

portray the precedence relation between the tasks. Thus, the DAG task model can be

viewed as a generalization of the multi-segment model, where execution may take

place in multiple paths, as long as the precedence relation holds.

In this chapter, we first show how parallelization freedom can be brought to

the multi-segment model. First, the parallelization option assignment algorithm is

extended so that each segment of the task can have different values to eventually

optimize the system schedulability. To achieve this, we base on the state-of-the-art

schedulability analysis for multi-segment, namely Chwa-MS [23]. Next, we extend

the analysis for parallelization freedom and formally construct the tolerance and in-
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terference function for the multi-segment model. We then show that the monotonic

increasing property of both tolerance and interference is preserved when following

a selected parallelization route, which helps us assign a parallelization option. Fi-

nally, we derive a near-optimal parallelization option assignment algorithm for the

multi-segment task model by utilizing those functions.

Continued in this chapter, we extend the concept of parallelization freedom to

the DAG task model so that each node can be freely parallelized into a desirable

number of threads. The state-of-the-art schedulability analysis for multi-segment, i.e.,

Chwa-DAG [22], is extended for parallelization freedom. Like the multi-segment

model, we formally model the monotonic increasing property of both tolerance and

interference, according to a selected parallelization route. Then the parallelization

option is assigned node-wise to maximize schedulability.

Finally, the effectiveness of the algorithms each targeting the multi-segment or

the DAG task model is extensively evaluated with both simulated and implemented

workloads. AutowareAuto [26], a leading open-source autonomous driving frame-

work, is used for the implementation evaluation.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 formally describes the multi-

segment model. Then Section 4.3 introduces the Chwa-MS schedulability analysis

and derives tolerance and interference properties. Section 4.4 presents and utilizes

the parallelization route to assign parallelization option to segments.

Then addressing the DAG task model, Section 4.5 formally describes the DAG

task model. Then Section 4.6 introduces the Chwa-DAG schedulability analysis and

derives tolerance and interference properties. Afterwards, Section 4.7 presents and

utilizes the parallelization route to assign parallelization option to segments.
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Finally, Section 4.8 reports our experiment results for the multi-segment task

model and Section 4.9 reports our empirical results of DAG parallelization algorithm

using simulated and implemented workload, i.e., AutowareAuto.

4.2 Multi-Segment Task Model

A multi-segment task τk, depicted in Fig. 4.1, consists of Sk segments that must exe-

cute sequentially. Each segment can only start to execute after the previous segment

has finished executing. A segment of τk is denoted τks, where s ∈ {1, ..., Sk}.

τk = {τk1, τk2, · · · , τkSk
}.

τk requires complete execution of all segments within the relative deadline Dk,

and consequent jobs are separated at least by the minimum inter-release time Tk.

Enjoying the parallelization freedom, we consider that those Sk segments can

freely be parallelized into a desirable number of threads. The number of threads of

each segment Oks can range from 1 to Omax, i.e., the system maximum. Likewise,

they are sibling threads τks(Oks):

τks(Oks) = {τ
1
ks(Oks), τ

2
ks(Oks), · · · , τ

Oks

ks (Oks)}.

When parallelization option is decided for all Sk segments, we denote such par-

allelized multi-segment task as τk(Ok1, Ok2, ..., OkSk
). For example, the parallelized

multi-segment task depicted in Fig. 4.1, i.e. τk(2, 1, 3), has 2, 1, 3 threads in each of

its segments, respectively. For simplicity, we will now on denote the set of chosen

option for all segments:
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Figure 4.1: Multi-segment task with parallelization freedom

Ok = {Ok1, Ok2, ..., OkSk
}.

The l-th sibling thread τ lks(Oks) has the WCET (worst-case execution time) elks(Oks)

as indicated in the execution time table in the lower part of Fig. 4.1. Without loss of

generality, we sort the Oks threads of τks(Oks) in descending order of WCET, and

hence τ1ks(Oks) has the largest WCET, i.e.,

max
τ l
ks

∈τks

elks(Oks) = e1ks(Oks)

The total computation amount of these Oks sibling threads is denoted as:

Cks(Oks) =

Oks
∑

l=1

elks(Oks).
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Finally, the critical path is defined as the collection of the largest thread, i.e., the

first thread, from each segment. Then, its length is defined as:

len(τk(Ok)) =

Sk
∑

s=1

e1ks(Oks).

Under these assumptions, our problem is formally defined as follows:

Problem Definition: For each multi-segment tasks τk in the given task set Γ =

{τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}, our problem is to find a parallelization option Oks for its segments

τks, such that all the tasks in Γ can be scheduled meeting their deadlines using global

EDF on m identical CPU cores.

4.3 Extension of Chwa-MS Schedulability Analysis

4.3.1 Chwa-MS Schedulability Analysis

In the work of Chwa et al., BCL analysis was extended to target the multi-segment

task model [23], by significantly tightening the overestimation of parallel threads’

interference. We will use this analysis to address our problem of assigning paral-

lelization options for the multi-segment task system.

Being an extension of BCL, the mutual interference of the multi-segment tasks is

also bounded by their total worst-case workload. An worst-case example is depicted

in Fig. 4.2, where τi is interfering τk’s execution. In such an example, the worst-

case workload of τi is given to τk, when τi’s deadline is aligned to that of τk, and the

previous jobs of τi are released most frequently. Additionally, all threads of τi’s carry-

in job are executed at the latest time possible, i.e., all threads of the last segment τi3

complete their execution at the absolute deadline of the carry-in job, and all previous
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Figure 4.2: Worst-case release pattern of τi in [a, b) = [rkj , dkj)

segments are tightly packed to the deadline.

Since threads of a multi-segment task may execute simultaneously on multiple

cores, the actual contribution of τi’s workload can be bounded by calculating the

maximal simultaneous core usage. Chwa introduces this concept as p-depth critical

interference, which means the interval where at least p number of cores are simul-

taneously being occupied by τi’s job, blocking τk’s critical path. We denote such

p-depth critical interference of τi to τk as: W
p
τi,τk

.

The value of W
p
τi,τk

can be calculated for each p, by adding up the workload

(given by Eq. (3.3)) of the p-th largest thread from each segment, and then bounding

the sum with Dk − len(τk(Ok)). Because sibling threads are sorted in descending

order of the thread execution time, p-depth critical interference is calculated by sim-

ply adding workload of the p-th thread from each segment and then bounding it by

Dk − len(τk(Ok)):

W
p
τi,τk

= min
(

Si
∑

s=1

{

⌊

Dk

Ti

⌋

epis +min
(

epis, Dk mod Ti

)

}, Di − len(τk(Ok))
)

.

(4.1)

Note that for a single-segment task, i.e. p = 1, this value is exactly the same as
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the bounded workload (Eq. (3.5)) of the original BCL analysis.

When we sum up all p-depth critical interference for p ∈ (1, 2, · · · ,m), and for

all multi-segment tasks τi ∈ Γ, we get the total p-depth critical interference that τk

receives. This includes the interference from the non-critical execution path of τk,

i.e., the interference between sibling threads, which is simply p ≥ 2-depth critical

interference of τk. Notice that since the segments belonging to the same task cannot

compete with each other, their mutual interference must be zero, and the analysis

correctly considers this.

When the summation of the above critical interference value is smaller than or

equal to Dk − len(τk((Ok)), then τk(Ok) is schedulable. Thus the final scheduling

condition is derived:

∑

τi∈Γ,i 6=k

m
∑

p=1

W
p
τi,τk

+
m
∑

p=2

W
p
τk,τk

≤ Dk − len(τk(Ok)). (4.2)

4.3.2 Tolerance and Interference of Multi-Segment Tasks

Now tolerance function can be derived from Eq. (4.2), by moving the interference

term of the sibling threads, i.e.
∑m

p=2W
p
τk,τk

, to the right-hand side:

tol(τk(Ok)) := Dk − len(τk(Ok))−
m
∑

p=2

W
p
τk,τk

, (4.3)

Then the left-hand side becomes the interference given to τk by other tasks τi ∈ Γ:

∑

τi∈Γ, τi 6=τk

int(τi(Oi), τk(Ok)) :=
∑

τi∈Γ, i 6=k

m
∑

p=1

W
p
τi,τk

. (4.4)
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This yields the following scheduling condition:

∑

τi∈Γ, τi 6=τk

int(τi(Oi), τk(Ok)) ≤ tol(τk(Ok)). (4.5)

4.4 Assigning Parallelization Options to Multi-Segments

4.4.1 Parallelization Route

We showed in the previous chapter that both tolerance and interference function

monotonically increase with the parallelization option in the traditional task model.

However, this is only partly true for the multi-segment case. We illustrate this in the

following example. Consider a two-segment task with option Ok = (Ok1, Ok2). In

such example, there are two ways to increment the given option: (a) (Ok1 + 1, Ok2)

or (b) (Ok1, Ok2 + 1). In both cases, only a single segment is incremented while the

other remains the same, which makes tolerance and interference functions increase

compared to (Ok1, Ok2). However, between (a) and (b), the inequality does not al-

ways hold in one way but may vary according to the thread execution table of each

segment.

On the other hand, our parallelization option assignment algorithm requires that

tolerance and interference functions both monotonically increase with the paralleliza-

tion option. Therefore the algorithm cannot be used with both (a) and (b) options.

To address this problem, we first define the binary relation between option com-

binations and then use the relation to create a subset of τk’s option combinations that

preserve strict total ordering.

Binary relation between option combinations can be defined as follows. An op-
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τi(4, 1, 1)

τi(1, 1, 4)

τk

timerkj dkjDk

Figure 4.3: Different carry-in contribution of τi(4, 1, 1) and τi(1, 1, 4) to τk

tion Ok is strictly larger than another option O′
k, i.e. Ok > O′

k, when

(1) ∀s ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Sk}, Oks ≥ O′
ks, and

(2) ∃s∗ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Sk}, Oks∗ > O′
ks∗ .

In other words, all segments of Ok must have greater or equal options than their cor-

responding O′
k segment’s option, and there must be at least one segment of Ok that

has a greater option than its O′
k counterpart.

Next, by using this relation, we can create a subset of τk’s option combinations

that preserve strict total ordering. We will denote such subset as ~Ok = {O1
k, O

2
k, · · · }.

To create such set, we start with O1
k = {1, 1, · · · , 1}, then we choose and increment a

segment’s option by 1 to create the next element O2
k. We repeat this process until we

reach {Omax, Omax, · · · , Omax}, the last element. Through this process all elements

of ~Ok monotonically increases, i.e. ∀i < j,Oi
k < Oj

k, thus monotonic increasing

property of tolerance and interference functions is preserved for ~Ok.

Despite this restriction, there are still vastly many valid ~Oks, which increases
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exponentially with the number of segments. Therefore, in the remainder of this sec-

tion, we propose a heuristic selection of ~Ok that performs near-optimal compared to

exhaustive search.

To this end, we propose a heuristic selection of ~Ok that aims to reduce interfer-

ence contribution to other tasks. Intuitively speaking, we leverage the fact that the

carry-in workload is included starting from the deadline, so we preferably increment

the nodes farther away from the deadline.

The intuition behind this heuristic is depicted in Fig. 4.3. In the figure two differ-

ent parallelization of τi is shown: τi(4, 1, 1) and τi(1, 1, 4). We show the difference

of their behavior upon giving interference to τk. τi(4, 1, 1) represents our heuristic

where the first segment’s parallelization option is increased to 4 while others seg-

ments remain at 1. We can observe that the first segment is not included for the

carry-in contribution of τi(4, 1, 1). This greatly reduces the amount of interference

τi(4, 1, 1) gives to τk. On the other hand, τi(1, 1, 4) increments the last segment first.

We can see that this results in all threads of the last segment is included in the carry-in

contribution. This increases interference given to τk.

To sum up, when calculating carry-in contribution of the interference function

using Eq. (4.1), all tasks are considered starting from the deadline. Therefore we

want to pack as least workload as possible closer to the deadline, and this is done by

incrementing the ‘farthest from deadline segment’ first.

Keeping these in mind, we can build parallelization route ~Ok as the following:

1. Start from the lowest parallelization for all segments, i.e., O
(1)
k = (1, 1, · · · , 1).

2. Increment the ‘farthest from deadline segment’ first, e.g., if τk1 is the farthest,
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O
(2)
k = (2, 1, · · · , 1), O

(3)
k = (3, 1, · · · , 1), and so on until τk1 reaches the

system maximum (Omax, 1, · · · , 1).

3. Continue with the next farthest segment (Omax, 2, · · · , 1),

4. ... until we finally reach O
(max)
k = (Omax, Omax, · · · , Omax).

4.4.2 Assigning Parallelization Options to Multi-Segment Tasks

Within a given parallelization route, the monotonic increasing property of both tol-

erance and interference is preserved. Leveraging such properties, we can extend the

parallelization option assignment algorithm presented in the previous chapter to the

multi-segment tasks, i.e., (1) all tasks begin with the lowest parallelization, (2) iter-

atively increase parallelization according to the parallelization route, until all tasks

can “barely tolerate” the received interference.

This algorithm can be formally described as the pseudo-codes in Algorithm 2.

The algorithm takes the set of tasks Γ as input and produces the parallelization option

combination O, if any, that makes the given task set schedulable as output.

The for-loop from Line 1 to Line 7 pre-calculates the tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) for

each task τk ∈ Γ and for each option Ok using Eq. (4.3). In Line 8, we create an array

S where each element Sk ∈ S is initialized to Unknown, meaning the schedulability

of τk is yet unknown. Then, Line 9 initializes the parallelization options to O
cur =

({1, 1, · · · , 1}, · · · , {1, 1, · · · , 1}) and Line 10 sets the “updated” flag as true.

Then, the while-loop from Line 11 to Line 26 iteratively increases the paral-

lelization options to the barely tolerable ones until it turns out “schedulable” or “not

schedulable”. For this, in each iteration of the while-loop, Line 12 first resets the up-
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dated flag to false, meaning that we will terminate the while-loop if no parallelization

option is updated. Then Line 13 sets the previous parallelization option combination

O
pre the same as the current option combination O

cur.

Then, the for-loop from Line 14 to Line 24 tries to update each task τk’s par-

allelization option Ocur
k to the barely tolerable ones. For this, within the for-loop,

Line 15 calculates the total interference given to τk, i.e.,
∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk),

using Eq. (4.4) with the previous parallelization options.

Then, the while-loop from Line 16 to Line 23 checks whether τk’s tolerance is

smaller than the interference from other tasks. If so, Line 17 increases Ocur
k to the

next one, and Line 18 sets the updated flag as true, indicating that some options are

updated. This is repeated until the barely tolerable option is found.

In the meantime, however, if Ocur
k becomes larger than {Omax, · · · , Omax} as in

Line 19, it means that τk’s tolerance even with {Omax, · · · , Omax} is still smaller than

the interference from other tasks and hence τk is unschedulable. In this case, Line 20

marks Sk as false and sets Ocur
k = {Omax, · · · , Omax}. Line 21 then breaks the while-

loop from Line 16 to Line 23 and goes back to Line 14 to continue with unchecked

tasks for finding their barely tolerable options.

After checking all the tasks in the current iteration, Line 25 checks if there is a

task that turns out unschedulable, and if so, it breaks the while-loop from Line 11 to

Line 26. When the while-loop from Line 11 to Line 26 terminates, the if-else state-

ment from Line 27 to Line 31 returns the “not schedulable” or “schedulable” conclu-

sion. When the given task set is schedulable, it also returns the found parallelization

option combination O
cur.
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Algorithm 2 Parallelization Option Assignment for Multi-Segment Tasks

Input: (1) Set of tasks Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}

(2) Parallelization routes { ~O1, ~O2, ..., ~On}

Output: (1) Schedulability,

(2) Parallelization option combination O = (O1, O2, · · · , On)

begin procedure

1. for τk ∈ Γ do

2. Ok = {1, 1, · · · , 1}

3. while Ok 6= {O
max, Omax, · · · , Omax}

4. tol(τk(Ok))← Eq. (4.3)

5. Ok ← next element of ~Ok

6. end while

7. end for

8. initialize S← (Unknown,Unknown, ..., Unknown)

9. initialize O
cur ← ({1, 1, · · · , 1}, · · · , {1, 1, · · · , 1})

10. initialize updated← True

11. while updated do

12. updated← False

13. O
pre ← O

cur

14. for τk ∈ Γ do

15.
∑

τi∈Γ,τi 6=τk

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk)← Eq. (4.4)

16. while tol(τk(O
cur
k )) <

∑

τi∈Γ(τi 6=τk)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk) do

17. Ocur
k ← next element of ~Ok

18. updated← True

19. if Ocur
k > {Omax, Omax, · · · , Omax} then

20. Sk ← False and Ocur
k ← {O

max, · · · , Omax}

21. break // goto Line 14 to continue with next τk

22. end if

23. end while

24. end for
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25. if any Sk ∈ S is False then break end if

26. end while

27. if any Sk ∈ S is False then

28. return not schedulable

29. else

30. return schedulable, Ocur

31. end if

end procedure

4.4.3 Time complexity of Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 conducts a uni-directional search in the outer while-loop (Lines 11-26)

by leveraging the monotonic increasing property of both tolerance and interference.

For n tasks, the maximum possible number of option increments is n · | ~Ok|. Because

each Sk segments increments exactly Omax − 1 times, thus O(n · | ~Ok|) = O(n · Sk ·

(Omax − 1)) = O(n · Sk · O
max). For each of the increment, we need to recalculate

interference (Line 15), and this takes O(n) for all other tasks within the for-loop from

Lines 14-24, hence O(n2) complexity. Therefore the overall time complexity of the

algorithm is O(n3 · Sk ·O
max).

4.5 DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) Task Model

We consider a system with m identical CPU cores and n sporadic DAG (Directed

Acyclic Graph) tasks scheduled by G-EDF. Each sporadic DAG task is denoted

τk(1 ≤ k ≤ n), and such set of tasks is represented as Γ as follows:
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Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}.

In the sporadic DAG task model, a task τk ∈ Γ is represented as a 3-tuple, i.e.,

τk = (Gk, Dk, Tk), where Gk is a directed acyclic graph shown in the upper part of

Fig. 4.4, Dk is the relative deadline, and Tk is the minimum inter-release time. The

DAG Gk is specified by Gk = (Vk, Ek), where Vk is the set of nk nodes, i.e.,

Vk = {τk1, τk2, ..., τknk
},

and Ek is a set of directed edges between nodes. An edge (τkp, τkq) ∈ Ek represents

the precedence relation between τkp and τkq, i.e., τkq can only start to execute after

τkp finishes its execution. In such a case, τkp is a predecessor of τkq, and τkq is a

successor of τkp.

A node without any predecessor/successor is called a source/sink, respectively.

For example, in Fig. 4.4, τk1 is a source, and τk7 is a sink. Without loss of generality,

we consider DAGs have exactly one source and one sink†.

Enjoying the parallelization freedom, we consider that each node can be paral-

lelized into a desirable number of threads‡. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, as τk1 having

a choice ranging from 1 to Omax threads, i.e., the system maximum. The choice of

such a number of threads (2 in this case) is called the parallelization option, i.e.,

Ok1 = 2, and the resulting sibling threads are notated as τk1(2) = {τ
1
k1(2), τ

2
k1(2)}.

†DAGs with multiple sources or sinks can be converted to the considered form by adding dummy nodes

with zero execution requirement[30].
‡Parallelization does not change the precedence relation of the nodes. A node can only start to execute

after all threads of all the preceding nodes complete their execution.
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Figure 4.4: DAG task model with parallelization freedom

In a more general form, a node τkp parallelized into Okp threads yields:

τkp(Okp) = {τ
1
kp(Okp), τ

2
kp(Okp), ..., τ

Okp

kp (Okp)},

where τ lkp(Okp)(1 ≤ l ≤ Okp) is the l-th sibling thread. Note that the above defini-

tion gets notation-heavy, and we may omit the subscript or the parentheses when no

ambiguity arises.

The l-th sibling thread τ lkp(Okp) has the WCET (worst-case execution time) of

elkp(Okp) as indicated in the execution time table in the lower part of Fig. 4.4. Without

loss of generality, we sort the Ok threads of τkp(Ok) in descending order of WCET,
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and hence τ1kp(Okp) has the largest WCET, i.e., max
τ l
kp

∈τkp

elkp(Okp) = e1kp(Okp). The

total computation amount of these Ok sibling threads is denoted as Ckp(Okp) =

∑Okp

l=1 elkp(Okp).

In general, a larger parallelization option O
′

(> O) makes each individual thread

execution time smaller, i.e., elkp(O
′

) < elkp(O), but makes the computation amount

larger, i.e., Ckp(O
′

) > Ckp(O), due to parallelization overhead.

Now looking back at Gk, we define a path λ as a sequence of nodes [τk1, ...,

τkp, τkq, ..., τknk
] that starts from the source (τk1), ends at the sink (τknk

). Every

consecutive node in the path has a connected edge, i.e., (τkp, τkq) ∈ Ek. For example,

in Fig. 4.4, [τk1, τk2, τk5, τk6, τk7] is one of the possible paths in Gk. The length of a

path λ is defined as:

len(λ) =
∑

τkp∈λ

e1kp(Okp),

which is the summation of the longest thread’s WCET, i.e., the first thread, for all

nodes of the path. The length of the longest path, or the critical path λ∗, which also

defines the length of the task, is then given as:

len(τk) = len(λ∗) = max
λ|Gk

len(λ),

and the consisting threads of such path are called the critical threads. Note that the

longest path is not static; a path may vary as thread execution time changes with

different parallelization options. Consequently, the critical threads can also change

depending on the parallelization.

The sum of execution times of entire threads of τk, or the “total computation
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amount” of τk, is called the volume of τk:

vol(τk) =
∑

τkp∈τk

Ckp.

Problem Definition: For each DAG tasks τk in the given task set Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn},

our problem is to find a parallelization option Okp for its nodes τkp, such that all the

tasks in Γ can be scheduled meeting their deadlines using global EDF on m identical

CPU cores.

4.6 Extension of Chwa-DAG Schedulability Analysis

This section derives a schedulability analysis for DAG tasks with parallelization free-

dom scheduled with global EDF. In later sections, we build upon this schedulability

analysis to assign a valid parallelization option to each node of the tasks.

We base our schedulability analysis on the state-of-the-art analysis targeted for

sporadic DAG tasks, i.e., Chwa-DAG analysis [22]. For this, we extend the calcula-

tion of interference to consider threads from parallelized nodes correctly.

In the following sub-sections, we first provide an overview of Chwa schedulabil-

ity analysis. Afterward, we show how it can be extended to determine the schedula-

bility of tasks with parallelization freedom.

4.6.1 Chwa-DAG Schedulability Analysis

Chwa-DAG analysis is an interference-based schedulability analysis. Similar to other

interference-based analyses, Chwa-DAG analysis formulates each task’s worst pos-

sible execution scenario by calculating their worst-case received interference. Only
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Figure 4.5: Critical interference received by τk

when all the tasks are schedulable in such conditions, the task set is deemed schedu-

lable.

To apply such a method to the DAG task model, the notion of critical interfer-

ence is introduced. Within an interval [a, b), regarding an interfered task τk and an

interfering task ∀τi ∈ Γ,

1. Iτ∗
k
(a, b): Cumulative length of all intervals in which a critical thread τ∗k of τk

is ready to execute, but it cannot execute due to higher priority threads in [a, b).

2. Iτi,τ∗k (a, b): Cumulative length of all intervals in which τ∗k is ready to execute

but it cannot execute due to at least one thread of τi in [a, b).

An example is depicted in Fig. 4.5 using the same DAG task τk from Fig. 4.4. To

explain the above concept of critical interference, we assume all nodes of τk execute

as a single thread, i.e., no-parallelization. Also, without loss of generality, we assume

that the critical threads of τk are τ∗k = {τk1, τk2, τk5, τk6, τk7}, identified as striped

boxes in the figure. Consequently, the non-critical threads of τk are {τk3, τk4}, and

are drawn as unfilled boxes. On the other hand, the filled boxes represent other co-
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running tasks in the system. Among them, τi’s threads are indicated with thick boxes.

As marked in the figure, Iτ∗
k
(a, b) involves all the intervals in which τ∗k is ready,

but other higher priority threads occupy all CPU cores. Out of the cumulative inter-

vals in Iτ∗
k
(a, b), Iτi,τ∗k (a, b) involves only the intervals where at least one of interfer-

ing task’s threads (τi ∈ Γ) occupy the CPU cores. Note that the non-critical threads

of τk can also affect τ∗k ’s execution and thus are counted as interference.

From these definitions, Iτ∗
k
(a, b) can be calculated by adding up Iτi,τ∗k (a, b) from

all the interfering tasks, including the non-critical threads, then dividing the sum by

m, i.e.,

Iτ∗
k
(a, b) =

1

m

∑

τi∈Γ,(τi 6=τ∗
k
)

Iτi,τ∗k (a, b). (4.6)

Using this, a schedulability condition can be derived for the critical threads of

τk. Recall that the length of the critical path is given as len(λ∗) = len(τk). For

the critical threads to not miss the deadline, they must be granted at least len(τk)

CPU time before the deadline Dk. Applying this to Eq. (4.6) yields the following

schedulability condition:

Iτ∗
k
(a, b) =

1

m

∑

τi∈Γ,(τi 6=τ∗
k
)

Iτi,τ∗k (a, b) ≤ Dk − len(τk). (4.7)

It is shown in [22] that τ∗k represents τk’s schedulability, or in other words, when τ∗k

is schedulable, its original task τk is also schedulable.

However, because of the sheer number of possible execution scenarios of the

sporadic tasks, the calculation of Iτi,τ∗k (a, b) becomes computationally intractable.

Instead, Chwa-DAG analysis adopts an upper bound of the interference, leveraging
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the fact that τi cannot interfere τ∗k more than its worst-case workload Wτi,τ∗k
within

the same interval, i.e., Iτi,τ∗k (a, b) ≤Wτi,τ∗k
.

Fig. 4.6 shows a DAG task τi’s graph Gi and its worst-case release pattern when it

interferes with τ∗k ’s execution. To illustrate how the worst-case release pattern is for-

mulated, we introduce the following two terms: (1) carry-in job: a job of τi released

before but finishes within the considered interval [a, b), and (2) body jobs: jobs of τi

that is both released and finished within the considered interval [a, b). As indicated in

the figure, the worst-case release pattern of τi where Wτi,τ∗k
can be maximized hap-

pens when (1) τi’s last body job’s deadline coincides with the deadline of τk’s job,

(2) previous jobs of τi are released as frequently as possible, i.e., with its minimum

inter-release time Ti, and (3) all threads of the carry-in job are executed as late as

possible. Then Wτi,τ∗k
can be represented as a sum of the workload of the body jobs

(WBD
τi,τ∗k

) and the carry-in job (WCI
τi,τ∗k

):

Wτi,τk = WBD
τi,τ∗k

+WCI
τi,τ∗k

. (4.8)

The workload from the body jobs WBD
τi,τ∗k

can be calculated by measuring the num-

ber of occurring instances of the body job within the interval [a, b) and multiplying it

by the total workload of τi, which is vol(τi):

WBD
τi,τ∗k

=

⌊

Dk

Ti

⌋

vol(τi). (4.9)

We note that the non-critical threads of τk also contribute workload, i.e., Wτk,τ
∗

k
.

Since the critical and non-critical threads are from the same task, the non-critical
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Figure 4.6: Worst-case release pattern of τi within Dk

threads can only contribute a single body job. Thus, its value is:

Wτk,τ
∗

k
= WBD

τk,τ
∗

k
= vol(τk)− len(τk). (4.10)

On the other hand, as depicted in Fig. 4.6, WCI
τi,τk

is calculated by summing up

the maximum possible inclusion of τi inside the carry-in interval. This is when every

thread of τi is packed as much as possible towards its deadline, i.e., the finish time of

every thread is set to the fastest start time among its successors. As a result, individual

threads τip ∈ τi contribute carry-in by:

1. Cip, for entire inclusion, e.g., τi2, τi6,

2. f [τip]− (Di − (Dk mod Ti)), partial inclusion, e.g., τi3, τi5,

3. zero, if not included at all, e.g., τi1, τi4,
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where f [τip] denotes the finish time of τip. Portions that are not included are shaded

in gray in the figure. We note that it is assumed here that threads can use as many

processors as possible for their execution when calculating WCI
τi,τ∗k

.

With the calculated worst-case workload WBD
τi,τ∗k

and WCI
τi,τ∗k

, we can now derive

a workload-based schedulability condition from Eq. (4.7). A DAG task τk is schedu-

lable when the following condition is met:

∑

τi∈Γ,(τi 6=τ∗
k
)

(

WBD
τi,τ∗k

+WCI
τi,τ∗k

)

≤ m(Dk − len(τk)). (4.11)

4.6.2 Tolerance and Interference of DAG Tasks

The scheduling condition presented in Eq. (4.11), i.e., Chwa-DAG analysis, considers

each node is run as a single thread. In this sub-section, we present an extension of
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Chwa-DAG analysis to consider DAG tasks with parallelization freedom correctly.

With parallelization freedom, each node can be parallelized into a desirable num-

ber of threads. Refer to the upper half of Fig. 4.7, as the second node of τk is split

into two sibling threads τ1k2(2) and τ2k2(2). The length of the boxes represents the

execution time of each thread. As shown in the figure, τ1k2(2) has a longer execu-

tion time than τ1k3, i.e., e1k2(2) > e1k3. Therefore, the critical path is identified as

[τ1k1, τ
1
k2(2), τ

1
k5, τ

1
k6, τ

1
k7], as indicated as diagonally striped boxes in the figure. Then

the length of the critical path is the sum of WCET of those threads:

len(τk) = len(λ∗) = e1k1 + e1k2(2) + e1k5 + e1k6 + e1k7.

As a consequence, the remaining sibling thread, i.e., τ2k2(2), becomes a non-critical

thread. Therefore, τ2k2(2) must be counted as interfering workload when calculating

Eq. (4.10).

Next, let us consider the case where τk2 is parallelized even more, becoming

three threads: τ1k2(3), τ
2
k2(3), and τ3k2(3). The situation is presented in the lower half

of Fig. 4.7. As individual thread execution time decreases for τk2 due to paralleliza-

tion, τ1k2(3) became shorter than τ1k3, i.e., e1k2(3) < e1k3. This alters the critical path

to [τ1k1, τ
1
k3, τ

1
k5, τ

1
k6, τ

1
k7]. Consequently, all threads of τk2 are now non-critical and

therefore treated as interfering workload.

To formally characterize this behavior, we define the notion of tolerance of task

τk(Ok) as follows:

tol(τk(Ok)) := m(Dk − len(τk(Ok)))−Wτk(Ok),τ
∗

k
(Ok), (4.12)
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where Ok is the collection of chosen parallelization options of each node of τk(Ok),

i.e.,

Ok = {Ok1, Ok2, · · · , Oknk
}.

In other words, tolerance can be thought of as the limit of the workload τk(Ok) can

receive from all other tasks τi 6= τk for τk(Ok) to remain schedulable. This definition

is derived from Eq. (4.11), where we move the non-critical threads’ contribution of

workload, i.e., Wτk(Ok),τ
∗

k
(Ok), to the right-hand side.

We also define the order between two option sets Ok and O′
k. Ok is strictly larger

than O′
k, i.e., Ok > O′

k, when:

(1) ∀p, Okp ≥ O′
kp, and (2) ∃q, Okq > O′

kq. (4.13)

In other words, all nodes of τk must have greater or equal options than their corre-

sponding τ ′k node’s option, and there must be at least one node of τk that has a greater

option than its τ ′k counterpart.

We present the following property of parallelization of a DAG task using the

definition of tolerance, which helps us find the optimal parallelization options by a

uni-directional search rather than a back-and-forth combinatorial search. The follow-

ing lemma and corollary formally state this:

Lemma 4. The tolerance tol(τk(Ok)) in Eq. (4.12) is a monotonic increasing func-

tion of Ok, i.e., when Ok < O′
k, tol(τk(Ok)) ≤ tol(τk(O

′
k)), under ideal paralleliza-

tion with zero parallelization overhead, i.e., ∀p, Ckp(Okp) = Ckp(O
′
kp).
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Proof. We prove for consecutive Ok and O′
k, when only a single node τkp’s paral-

lelization is increased by one, i.e., O′
kp = Okp + 1 and O′

kq = Okq (∀q 6= p). Such

proof is sufficient because we can always get from any Ok to another O′
k (Ok < O′

k)

with series of consecutive increments.

Next, using Eq. (4.10), we can express the definition of tolerance using the length

and the volume of τk(Ok):

tol(τk(Ok)) = m
(

Dk − len(τk(Ok))
)

−
(

vol(τk(Ok))− len(τk(Ok))
)

. (4.14)

Now we consider the following two cases of parallelization for node τkp, depend-

ing on τ1kp(Ok)’s criticality: case (1) when it is a non-critical thread, or case (2) when

it is a critical thread.

case (1): If τ1kp(Ok) is a non-critical thread, τ1kp(Ok + 1) must also be a non-

critical thread because parallelization only decreases the WCET of each thread, i.e.,

e1kp(Ok) > e1kp(Ok+1). Hence critical path, i.e., set of longest threads, is not affected.

Therefore, neither vol(τk(Ok)) nor len(τk(Ok)) is changed upon the increase

of parallelization, and this results in identical tolerance for Ok and Ok + 1, that is,

tol(τk(Ok)) = tol(τk(Ok + 1)).

case (2): If τ1kp(Ok) is a critical thread, we divide the case further into two

sub-cases: sub-case (2-1) τ1kp(Ok + 1) remains a critical thread, and sub-case (2-

2) τ1kp(Ok + 1) is no longer a critical thread.

sub-case (2-1): If τ1kp(Ok + 1) is a critical thread, the length of the critical path

shrinks:

len(τk(Ok + 1))− len(τk(Ok)) = e1kp(Ok + 1)− e1kp(Ok) < 0.
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Under ideal parallelization, vol(τk(Ok)) is the same for both Ok and Ok+1. Accord-

ing to Eq. (4.14), tolerance increases as len(τk(Ok)) decreases. Therefore tolerance

increases for Ok and Ok + 1 for this sub-case.

sub-case (2-2): If τ1kp(Ok + 1) is not a critical thread, a different critical path has

a longer length. Let us denote the original path as λ(τ1kp(Ok)) and the resulting non-

critical path created from replacing τ1kp(Ok) with τ1kp(Ok + 1) as λ(τ1kp(Ok + 1)).

Also, let us denote the new critical path λ∗. Then we know from sub-case (2-1)

that λ(τ1kp(Ok + 1)) < λ(τ1kp(Ok)), and we know that λ∗ < λ(τ1kp(Ok + 1)). By

transitivity, λ∗ < λ(τ1kp(Ok)). Thus from Eq. (4.14), tolerance increases as well for

this sub-case.

In all cases, tolerance is increased or remains the same. The lemma follows.

This lemma still holds with parallelization overhead considered, with the follow-

ing restrictions: (1) only the critical threads are parallelized, and (2) the decrease of

the critical chain length outpaces the parallelization overhead, i.e.,

len(τk(Okp + 1))− len(τk(Okp)) >
1

1−m

(

Ck(Okp + 1)− Ck(Okp)
)

(4.15)

We formally state this in the following corollary:

Corollary 2. If τkp is a critical thread and condition Eq. (4.15) holds, Lemma 4 still

holds.

Proof. We can calculate the difference of tolerance of Okp and Okp+1 using Eq. (4.14):
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tol(τk(Okp + 1))− tol(τk(Okp)) =

(1−m){len(τk(Okp + 1))− len(τk(Okp))}

−{vol(τk(Okp + 1))− vol(τk(Okp))}.

(4.16)

Considering parallelization overhead, the total execution time of τk(Okp) is in-

creased by the excess WCET, i.e., vol(τk(Okp + 1)) − vol(τk(Okp)) = Ck(Okp +

1)− Ck(Okp). Substituting this to Eq. (4.16) yields the following:

(1−m){len(τk(Okp + 1))− len(τk(Okp))} − {Ck(Okp + 1)− Ck(Okp)},

which according to condition Eq. (4.15) is positive. Thus the tolerance increases, i.e.,

tol(τk(Okp + 1)) > tol(τk(Okp)).

Now we know from Lemma 4 and Corollary 2 that increasing parallelization op-

tion Ok increases tolerance of task τk. This allows τk to endure more interfering

workload from other tasks, which is advantageous for its own schedulability. How-

ever, this increase of τk’s parallelization may hinder the schedulability of other tasks

τi 6= τk.

Fig. 4.8 shows τk with two different parallelizations interfering with τi’s execu-

tion. In the upper part of the figure, τk’s second node is parallelized into two threads

{τ1k2(2), τ
1
k2(2)}. The same node is parallelized into three threads {τ1k2(3), τ

2
k2(3),

τ3k2(3)}, as shown in the lower part of the figure. A worst-case release scenario for τi

is depicted for both cases, and we zoomed in on the carry-in job portion for clarity.

As shown in the figure, some part of τk’s workload is included in τi’s execution

interval, while others are not. To simplify the discussion, we call this “interfering
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Figure 4.8: Carry-in of τk with different parallelization Ok2 = 2, 3

workload of τk inside τi’s execution interval”, and abbreviated as the “interference”

of τk to τi, using the following notation:

int(τk, τi) = Wτk,τ
∗

i
= WBD

τk,τ
∗

i
+WCI

τk,τ
∗

i
(4.17)

Looking at the figure, we can see that more portions of τk2 get included inside

interval [a, b) in the higher parallelization case. This is because τk’s worst-case re-

lease scenario requires all threads of its carry-in job to execute as late as possible. As

a result, all sibling threads are considered to have identical finish times, indicated as

t∗ in the figure. Therefore as parallelization increases for node τk2, more threads are

packed towards t∗, punching in greater interference to τi. We discuss this effect for-

mally in the following lemma. Later, this will also help us construct a uni-directional

parallelization option assignment:
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Figure 4.9: Workload of τkp with parallelization Okp, Okp + 1

Lemma 5. Interference from τk to τi, i.e., int(τk, τi), is a monotonic increasing

function of Ok, i.e., when Ok < O′
k, int(τk(O

′
k), τi) ≤ int(τk(Ok), τi).

Proof. Similar to Lemma 4, we prove for consecutive Ok and O′
k, when only a single

node τkp’s parallelization is increased by one, i.e., O′
kp = Okp + 1 and O′

kq = Okq

(∀q 6= p).

According to Eq. (4.17), interference of τk to τi is split into carry-in and body

job, i.e.,

int(τk, τi) = WBD
τk,τ

∗

i
+WCI

τk,τ
∗

i

Because parallelization of a node does not change the number of body jobs, WBD
τk,τ

∗

i

remains the same. In fact, considering parallelization overhead, WBD
τk,τ

∗

i
may only

increase. Therefore, if WCI
τk,τ

∗

i
monotonically increases, Wτk,τ

∗

i
monotonically in-

creases as well. For this, in the remainder of the proof, we focus only on the carry-in

job’s workload, i.e., WCI
τk,τ

∗

i
. The carry-in interval is denoted [a, b), as indicated in
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Fig. 4.8.

The worst-case release scenario of τk considers each thread of the carry-in job

executes as late as possible. In such a case, τkp’s finish time, i.e., f(τkp), is decided

by the starting time of its successors. Since this is invariant to parallelization, f(τkp)

is identical for both Ok and Ok+1. For example, in Fig. 4.8 we marked f(τk2) as t∗,

notice t∗ is the same for Ok2 = 2, 3.

Now we consider the following cases of parallelization of node τkp, depending

on f(τkp)’s relative position to the carry-in interval [a, b): case (1) f(τkp) ≤ a and

case (2) a < f(τkp) < b.

case (1): If f(τkp) ≤ a, then no thread of both τkp(Ok) or τkp(Ok+1) is counted

as workload. Therefore, in this case Wτk,τ
∗

i
remains the same.

case (2): For case a < f(τkp) < b, refer to Fig. 4.9, where we show a generalized

example case based on τk2 from the previous figure (Fig. 4.8). In this example, τkp is

parallelized from Okp to Okp+1, where the resulting threads τkp(Okp) and τkp(Okp+

1) are drawn as unfilled and filled boxes, respectively. All threads are drawn aligned

to the right, i.e., f(τkp) = t∗, and the threads of τkp(Okp + 1) are drawn over the

threads of τkp(Okp), when the thread index is the same, i.e., τ1kp(Okp + 1) overlaps

τ1kp(Okp), and so on. τkp(Okp) has Okp threads, so the last thread of τkp(Okp + 1),

i.e., τ
Okp+1
kp (Okp + 1) does not overlap any thread of τkp(Okp). We indicated the

combined portion of τkp(Okp), where τkp(Okp) is longer than τkp(Okp + 1), with

thick solid lines and marked the portion as A in the figure.

From the definition of the carry-in workload, all part of threads inside interval

[a, t∗) is considered interference. As we can see from the figure, for τkp(Okp + 1),

the diagonally striped portion (indicated as B) was no longer included, compared
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to τkp(Okp). However, the part inside the thick dashed box (C) was additionally

included. By comparing the value of B and C, we can know in which case more

workload was included.

For ideal parallelization, the combined WCET must be the same, i.e., Ckp(Okp)

= Ckp(Okp + 1), we know that A = C. In fact, when considering paralleliza-

tion overhead, combined WCET increases, i.e., Ckp(Okp) ≤ Ckp(Okp + 1), which

makes A ≤ C. Also, because B is included in A, B ≤ A. Finally, by transitivity,

B ≤ C. Therefore, more workload is included inside interval [a, t∗) as parallelization

increases.

In all the cases, interference is increased or remains the same. The lemma follows.

Wrapping up the above discussions, the schedulability condition of τk(Ok) can

be rewritten using the monotonic increasing functions of tolerance and interference

as follows:

∑

τi∈Γ,(τi 6=τk(Ok))

int(τi, τk(Ok)) ≤ tol(τk(Ok)) (4.18)

4.7 Assigning Parallelization Options to DAG Tasks

4.7.1 Parallelization Route for DAG Task Model

The monotonic increasing property of both tolerance and interference derived from

the extended analysis helps us assign of parallelization option to DAG tasks. How-

ever, we still face a similar problem from multi-segment tasks: the “increase of the

parallelization” can be applied to any node.

Thus we similarly specify the exact trace of the increase as parallelization route
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Figure 4.10: Carry-in job of τk with Ok2 = 2 or Ok7 = 2

~Ok. ~Ok is a strictly totally ordered subset of all possible parallelization of τk:

~Ok =
(

O
(1)
k , O

(2)
k , ..., O

(| ~Ok|)
k

)

, (4.19)

where O
(i)
k is a parallelization option for τk, i.e.,

O
(i)
k = {O

(i)
k1 , O

(i)
k2 , · · · , O

(i)
knk
},

and elements of ~Ok strictly increases according to Eq. (4.13), i.e.,

∀(i < j), O
(i)
k < O

(j)
k .

A similar heuristic selection of ~Ok that aims to reduce interference contribution to

other tasks is applied to DAG tasks. Intuitively speaking, we leverage the fact that the
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carry-in workload is included starting from the deadline, so we preferably increment

the nodes farther away from the deadline.

To see how this works, refer to Fig. 4.10, where we show τk interfering τi’s execu-

tion. We show two cases where a different node of τk, i.e., τk2 or τk7, is parallelized.

Notice that compared to τk7, τk2 is farther away from the deadline (indicated as b in

the figure). We can infer from the figure that parallelization of τk2 results in a much

smaller carry-in interference to τi.

This is mainly due to two reasons. First, recall from Fig. 4.6 of Section 4.6 that

the carry-in workload is calculated considering the worst-case finish time of each

node. Upon parallelizing a node, all of its predecessors’ finish times are also shifted

forward. This “packing towards deadline” effect is cascaded upwards to the source

node. To minimize this effect, we should pick the node with the smallest combined

number of predecessors, the node farthest from the deadline.

The second reason is also due to the difference in the finish time. If the finish time

is before the start of the carry-in interval, i.e., [a, b), the parallelized threads are not

carry-in workload. Notice from the upper part of the figure where τk2 is parallelized,

both τk2’s threads are not included as carry-in (a no-cost parallelization). Addition-

ally, if the finish time is inside [a, b) but the start time is before the interval, only a

portion of the thread is included, i.e., f [τkp] − (Dk − (Di mod Tk)). Although not

as dramatic, some part of the thread is excluded from the carry-in. Hence picking the

farthest from the deadline node for parallelization is a superior strategy.

Keeping these in mind, we can build parallelization route ~Ok as the following:

1. Start from the lowest parallelization for all nodes, i.e., O
(1)
k = (1, 1, · · · , 1).

2. Increment the ‘farthest from deadline node’ first, e.g., if τk1 is the farthest,
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O
(2)
k = (2, 1, · · · , 1), O

(3)
k = (3, 1, · · · , 1), and so on until τk1 reaches the

system maximum (Omax, 1, · · · , 1).

3. Continue with the next farthest node (Omax, 2, · · · , 1).

4. ... until we finally reach O
(max)
k = (Omax, Omax, · · · , Omax).

4.7.2 Assigning Parallelization Options to DAG Tasks

Within a given parallelization route, the monotonic increasing property of both tol-

erance and interference is preserved. Leveraging such properties, we can extend the

parallelization option assignment algorithm presented in the previous chapter to the

DAG tasks, i.e., (1) all tasks begin with the lowest parallelization, (2) iteratively in-

crease parallelization according to the parallelization route, until all tasks can “barely

tolerate” the received interference.

This algorithm can be formally described with the pseudo-code in Algorithm 3.

The algorithm takes a task set Γ and each task’s parallelization route ~Ok as input and

outputs the schedulability of the given task set. If the given task set turns out to be

schedulable, the algorithm also outputs the parallelization option combination O that

made it schedulable.

From Lines 1-6, the algorithm creates the initial setting. To do so, we first pre-

calculate tolerance using Eq. (4.12) for all tasks for every parallelization option

(Lines 1-5). Immediately (Line 6), we set all task’s current option O
cur to the lowest

option, i.e., O
(1)
k .

Next, in Line 7-22, we iteratively calculate interference and increase options. We

first set the ‘updated’ flag to true (Line 7) and enter the while loop (Line 8-21), which
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will spin until we arrive at a scheduling decision. Afterward, we reset the ‘updated’

flag to false (Line 9), and store the current options in O
pre (Line 10).

Then for each task (Lines 11-20), we calculate its received interference from

others using Eq. (4.17) (Line 12). We then compare the tolerance and received in-

terference (Line 13) and try to increase the option to make the task barely tolerable

(Line 13-19). However, if the task was already at the max option (Line 14), we ter-

minate the algorithm and output a ‘not schedulable’ decision (Line 15). Otherwise,

the option is successfully incremented (Line 17), and we set the updated flag to true

(Line 18) so that we can start another round of iteration.

After checking all tasks, and all tasks turn out to be schedulable, the while loop

terminates. We return the ‘schedulable’ decision (Line 22) with the corresponding

parallelization options Ocur.

4.7.3 Time Complexity of Algorithm 3

Algorithm 3 conducts a uni-directional search in the outer while-loop (Lines 8-21)

by leveraging the monotonic increasing property of both tolerance and interference.

For n tasks, the maximum possible number of option increments is n · | ~Ok|. As will

be shown in the next sub-section, each nk nodes increments exactly Omax − 1 times,

thus O(n · | ~Ok|) = O(n · nk · (O
max − 1)) = O(n · nk · O

max). For each of the

increment, we need to recalculate interference (Line 12), and this takes O(n) for all

other tasks within the for-loop from Lines 11-20, hence O(n2) complexity. Therefore

the overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(n3 · nk ·O
max).
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Algorithm 3. Parallelization Option Assignment for DAG Tasks

Input: (1) Task set Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn},

(2) Parallelization routes { ~O1, ~O2, ..., ~On}

Output: (1) Schedulability,

(2) Parallelization option combination O = (O1, O2, · · · , On)

begin procedure

1. for τk ∈ Γ do

2. for Ok ∈ ~Ok do

3. tol(τk(Ok))← Eq. (4.12)

4. end for

5. end for

6. initialize O
cur ← (O

(1)
1 , O

(1)
2 , ..., O

(1)
n )

7. initialize updated← True

8. while updated do

9. updated← False

10. O
pre ← O

cur

11. for τk ∈ Γ do

12.
∑

τi∈Γ,(τi 6=τk)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk(O

pre

k ))← Eq. (4.17)

13. while tol(τk(O
pre

k )) <
∑

τi∈Γ,(τi 6=τk)

int(τi(O
pre
i ), τk(O

pre

k )) do

14. if Ocur
k = O

(max)
k then // reached max option

15. return not schedulable

16. end if

17. Ocur
k ← next element of ~Ok

18. updated← True

19. end while

20. end for

21. end while

22. return schedulable, Ocur

end procedure
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4.8 Experiment Results: Multi-Segment Task Model

For the evaluation of Algorithm 2 on the multi-segment task model, τk was synthe-

sized in the following manner: (1) Tk is randomly drawn from uniform[1000, 5000],

(2) Dk is randomly selected from uniform[1000, Tk], (3) number of segments Sk ran-

domly selected from uniform[1, 8], and (4) for each segments, the thread execution

time table Eks is created starting from e1ks(Oks = 1) = uniform[200, 800], Cks(Ok+

1) where Oks < Omax is computed using α(Oks, (Oks+1)) = Cks(Oks+1)−Cks(Oks)
e1
ks

(Oks)−e1
ks

(Oks+1)
,

Cks(Oks + 1) is divided into (Oks + 1) pieces by Unifast [15] algorithm, and those

pieces are sorted in the descending order and assigned to e1ks(Oks + 1), e2ks(Oks +

1), · · · , eOks+1
ks (Oks + 1).

Using this way of generating a synthetic task, 105 task sets containing different

number of tasks n and with different task set utilization
∑n

k=1 Uk =
∑n

k=1Ck(1)/Tk

was generated as follows:

1. Create an empty task set Γ.

2. Generate a new synthetic task τk and add it to Γ.

3. Check Γ passes the necessary schedulability test, i.e.,
∑

τk∈Γ

Ck(1)/Tk < m.

4. If true, it becomes a task set Γ. Then, with a copy of Γ, we add one more task

by repeating the above two steps to make another task set with another task.

5. If not, meaning that Γ is already violating schedulability condition, we start

over from the beginning with a new empty task set Γ.

With such generated 105 task sets and four CPU cores, i.e, m = 4, we com-
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pare the schedulability resulting from the following four different parallelization ap-

proaches:

• Ours (Algorithm 2): The segments are parallelized using our proposed algo-

rithm.

• Single: No parallelization is used. All segments execute as a single thread.

• Max: Each segment is parallelized into maximum number of threads, i.e.,

Oks = Omax.

• Exhaustive: For each task, try every possible combination of

Ok = { {1, 1, · · · , 1}, · · · , {Omax, Omax, · · · , Omax} }.

Fig. 4.11(a) compares the schedulability of the above four approaches for the

whole spectrum of the task set utilization of 105 task sets ranging from 0 to 4 assum-

ing the parallelization overhead α(Oks, Oks + 1) = 0.3 for every Oks < Omax = 4.

In the figure, the x-axis represents the task set utilization, and the y-axis represents

the schedulability, i.e., the proportion of schedulable task sets out of all the task sets

having the corresponding task set utilization. Comparing “Max” and “Single”, the

former performs better in low task set utilization while the latter performs better in

high task set utilization, making a crossing point around the task set utilization of

1.3. This is because, in low utilization, the schedulability is mostly affected by dead-

lines, and hence reducing the thread execution time by parallelization helps. On the

other hand, in high utilization, the schedulability is mostly affected by the amount

of interferences among tasks, and hence keeping the number of threads small help.

“Ours” performs significantly better in any task set utilization, nearly as effectively as
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Figure 4.11: Simulation result with m = 4 CPU cores
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the exhaustive results. This is because Algorithm 2 optimally trades off the tolerance

and interference in the parallelization option selection for the schedulability of all the

tasks in the given task set.

Fig. 4.11(b) shows the results when the parallelization overhead is larger, i.e.,

when α(Oks, Oks + 1) = 0.8. In this case, “Single” is not affected, but “Max” be-

comes worse since the benefit by parallelization is severely sacrificed due to the large

parallelization overhead. “Ours” is similarly affected. Nevertheless, “Ours” still sig-

nificantly outperforms all other approaches in this case of large parallelization over-

head.

Fig. 4.11(c) shows the results when the deadline for each task is 20% tighter

than Fig. 4.11(a). In this case, “Single” becomes significantly worse because it does

not take advantage of thread execution time reduction by parallelization. On the other

hand, the performance of “Max” also dropped but not that much compared with “Sin-

gle” thanks to the parallelization. The performance of “Ours” just slightly drops since

it can well overcome the tightened deadlines by optimal parallelization.

4.9 Experiment Results: DAG Task Model

This section shows the effectiveness of the proposed task parallelization algorithm

targeting the DAG task model by simulation with synthetic tasks in Section 4.9.1.

Then, Section 4.9.2 reports the actual implementation result with real autonomous

driving tasks.
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4.9.1 Simulation Results

A DAG task τk = (Gk, Dk, Tk) is randomly generated as follows: (1) number of

nodes nk randomly selected from uniform[3, 10], (2) Dk, Tk randomly chosen with

uniform[2000, 3000] considering implicit deadline, i.e., Dk = Tk, (3) utilization per

node (Ukp = Ckp/Tk) randomly generated with normal[0.3, 0.1] (4) for each node

τkp, its single-thread execution time is calculated as e1kp(1) = Ckp(1) = UkpTk, (5)

then considering parallelization overhead, notated as α, the total execution time of

consecutive parallel option is calculated as Ckp(Okp + 1) = (1 + α)Ckp(Okp), (6)

thread execution time table is created by dividing the total execution time into the

number of threads using Unifast [15] algorithm then sorting those in the descending

order, (7) each pair of τk’s nodes is connected by odds of Pr = 0.3, creating set

of edges Ek, and (8) conducting a breadth-first search, graph Gk is finalized with a

single source and sink, adding dummy nodes with zero execution time if necessary.

Next, using this method of generating a synthetic DAG task, we create 106 task

sets in the following manner: (1) initialize an empty task set Γ, (2) generate a DAG

task using the above method then append to Γ, (3) check schedulability of Γ accord-

ing to necessary schedulability condition, i.e.,
∑

τk∈Γ
vol(τk)/Tk < m, (4) if true, Γ

becomes a valid task set. In such case, a copy of Γ is made, we add additional tasks

by going back to step (2), (5) if false, we discard Γ and start over from step (1).

Using the above task sets, we compare the difference in schedulability of the

following parallelization strategies on four virtual CPU cores (m = 4):

• Ours: Tasks are parallelized according to Algorithm 3.

• Single: No tasks are parallelized, i.e. single-threaded.
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• Max: Tasks are maximally parallelized, i.e., Omax = m.

• Random: For each nodes, parallelization option is randomly selected, i.e., Okp =

uniform[1, Omax].

Fig. 4.12(a) shows the difference in schedulability using the above parallelization

strategies with comparably low parallelization overhead case, i.e., α = 30%. The

task set utilization is represented in the x-axis, while the task set schedulability is

indicated in the y-axis. Hence each point in the figure represents the ratio of the

schedulable task sets to the total generated task sets that have the same utilization.

Compared to any other strategies, “Ours” outdistances by a large margin, e.g., for task

set utilization 2, “Ours” have schedulability of 0.49 while “Single” and “Max”, and

“Random” are each at 0.09, 0, and 0.19, respectively, thanks to the optimally assigned

parallelization option by Algorithm 3. Next, comparing “Single” and “Max”, we can

see that “Max” performs better in the lower utilization, while this is flipped around

utilization 1.5, hence making “Single” better in the high utilization. This is because,

in the low utilization, the schedulability is affected mostly by the deadline. Therefore

decreasing the execution time by parallelizing into more threads can increase the

schedulability. With high utilization, however, the schedulability is mainly affected

by induced interference from other tasks, thus decreasing the total number of threads

can improve the schedulability. Notice both “Single” and “Max”, are extreme cases

and hence perform even worse than “Random”.

Fig. 4.12(b) shows when the parallelization overhead is increased. Because no

threads are parallelized in “Single”, the schedulability is not affected. “Max”, how-

ever, is affected severely due to the harsh penalty of parallelization. “Ours” is also

impacted yet still outperforms others by a large margin.
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Figure 4.12: Simulation result with m = 4 CPU cores
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Fig. 4.12(c) is when each task’s deadline is tightened by 20%. Since “Single” is

affected mainly by the deadline, this results in a drastic drop in performance. “Max”

is also affected, but the decrease is comparably small. “Ours” can assign optimal

parallelization options, hence affected minimally.

4.9.2 Implementation Results

In this section, we provide practical implementation of parallelization assignment

algorithm, on top of an actual autonomous driving program AutowareAuto [26]. Au-

towareAuto is the leading open-source autonomous driving (AD) framework, with

full-stack AD capabilities ranging from environment perception to vehicle dynam-

ics planning. These AD functions conform to a DAG structure. Hence our proposed

algorithm is applicable to assign parallelization options.

The experiment was conducted on an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU (6-cores) clocked at

3.20GHz, with GPU disabled. The tasks are scheduled using SCHED DEADLINE

scheduler on Linux kernel 5.11.4 patched with PREEMP RT. Our implementation

using AutowareAuto is forked from the April 2021 snapshot, and involves a total of

15 nodes. Among them, 9 nodes are assigned real-time constraints: 4 point cloud tf

nodes, point cloud fusion node, euclidean cluster node, ray ground classifier

node, and two custom implemented nodes for demonstration purposes which are

collision avoidance and trajectory planning node. These real-time nodes are given

exclusive access to m = 4 CPU cores, and hence other non-real-time nodes are

separated to run in the remaining cores. An unique ROS2 SingleThreadExecutor in-

stance is assigned to each real-time nodes to bypass ROS2 native scheduling [16].

The environmental data and vehicle kinematic information that are fed to the AD
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(a) SVL driving environment (b) Visualized surroundings (RViz[47])

Figure 4.13: Driving environment provided by SVL

stack are supplied from a separate simulation environment running on different PC,

i.e., SVL [35] simulator (Fig. 4.13). SVL is capable of real-time simulation of vehicle

dynamics and environment, suitable for verifying our implementation.

Using the above setup, we designed a way-point following scenario with traffic,

in which the AD vehicle must maintain a safe distance from any obstacles or other

vehicles in front to avoid a collision. To achieve this, the AD stack must be alert to the

dynamic change of the surroundings and be prompt in any maneuvers if necessary.

For this reason, a deadline violation of any part of the AD stack can result in failure.

We show that such failure can occur for the naive parallelization assignment, i.e.,

“Single”, “Max”, and “Random”, while “Ours” can guarantee a safe execution, i.e.,

no deadline violation, thanks to the optimal parallelization.

Fig. 4.14 reports the results for different strategies mentioned above. To the left,

among the real-time DAG tasks, τAP , i.e. advanced perception task which consists of

point cloud fusion(τpcf )→ ray ground classifier(τrgc) node is selected for visu-
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Figure 4.14: Measured response times of τAP and distance to nearest object
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alization. τAP ’s execution behavior is plotted, with the x-axis representing the elapsed

time and the y-axis representing the response time of the longest path, i.e., len(τAP ).

The horizontal bar represents the deadline. For each job, we indicated the contribution

of each node with different markers. To the right, the distance to the nearest object is

plotted. As shown in the figure, except “Ours”, other strategies experienced a colli-

sion, which is aligned to the end, i.e., t = 0. Time-points to the left, preceding traces

are shown. As indicated in the figure, all other strategies missed their deadline, which

eventually led to a collision. “Ours” executed safely, meeting all the deadlines.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

This dissertation presents an optimal parallelization of real-time tasks on multi-core

processors for global EDF. For this, state-of-the-art interference-based schedulabil-

ity analyses are extended, and notions of tolerance and interference parallelization

freedom are developed. Next, the monotonic increasing property of both tolerance

and interference according to the increase of parallelization is derived. Leveraging

such properties, a parallelization option assignment algorithm with polynomial time

complexity is proposed, and its optimality is formally proved.

In the following chapters, the scope of the proposed algorithm is extended to tar-

get multi-segment and extended again for DAG task models. Furthermore, the mono-

tonic increasing property of both tolerance and interference is derived anew from re-

spective schedulability analysis and parallelization route. As a result, node/segment-

wise parallelization assignment algorithms are derived.

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms is extensively evaluated with both

simulated and implemented workload, and a significant gain in schedulability is ob-

served. Furthermore, through actual implementation using autonomous driving tasks,

i.e., AutowareAuto [26], a leading open-source autonomous driving framework, the

algorithm’s practicality and its applicability are demonstrated.
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5.2 Future Work

With the work presented in this dissertation, parallelization freedom is brought to

a wide range of task models for global EDF. Fig. 5.1 depicts the current picture of

parallelization freedom, where each row represents a real-time scheduling policy and

each column represents a real-time task model. In each cell, a schedulability analy-

sis available for the respective scheduling policy and task model is specified. Then

followed by an arrow, the corresponding solution for parallelization assignment is

presented. For example, parallelization freedom is brought to DAG tasks for global

EDF by Cho [20] by extending Chwa-DAG [22] analysis. This dissertation covers all

cells of the top-most row, i.e., global EDF.

Possible extension points for parallelization freedom is also depicted in Fig. 5.1.

• (a) Extension to a tighter schedulability analysis: Although BCL is a founda-

tional work on global EDF multi-threads schedulability analysis, it remains

a sufficient analysis, and tighter analyses such as RTA [12] and RTA-LC-

EDF [57] exists. The assignment algorithm of this dissertation is optimal but

optimal concerning the BCL analysis. By employing such analyses, the overall

gain in schedulability can be expected.

• (b) Extension to different real-time task models: DAG task model can repre-

sent a wide range of real-world workloads such as autonomous driving, i.e.,

AutowareAuto [26]. However, different models that do not strictly fall into the

DAG task model are emerging, such as ROS2 [46] model. Therefore, a differ-

ent approach must be taken, and a novel schedulability analysis is needed for

parallelization freedom to be successfully incorporated into such task models.
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Figure 5.1: Status quo and unexplored regions of parallelization freedom

• (c) Extension to different scheduling policies: Global EDF, Global FP, and

Fluid schedulers cover a significant portion of global schedulers. However,

many scheduling policies, especially the partitioned approaches, are left un-

explored by parallelization freedom. In addition, many of these schedulers are

widely used in industries; thus, extending to different scheduling policies will

improve the practicality of parallelization freedom.
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초 록

이논문은 Global EDF스케줄러에서의실시간태스크의최적병렬화

기법에대해기술한다.이를위해병렬화옵션증가에대해 tolerance와

interference가단조증가함을수학적으로밝힌다.이러한특성을이용하여,

다항식시간안에수행될수있는실시간태스크의병렬화기법을

제안하고,수학적으로최적의방법임을증명한다.시뮬레이션실험을

통해,실시간태스크의스케줄링성능의비약적인상승을관찰하고,

이어지는실제세계워크로드를이용한구현실험에서실제세계적용

가능성을점검한다.이논문은먼저전통적인멀티쓰레드태스크모델을

대상으로최적병렬화방법을논하며,이후멀티세그먼트, DAG태스크

모델까지확장하는방법을기술한다.

주요어 :실시간시스템,멀티코어스케줄링,자유병렬화,최적병렬화

학번 : 2015-21265
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